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ABSTRACT

Embryogenesis in vertebrate organisms results from a succession of

inductive processes. In frogs the first induction occurs prior to gastrulation

when signals emanating from the vegetal hemisphere cause the formation

of mesoderm in the equatorial region of the embryo. Evidence obtained in

the past six years suggests that peptide growth factors are involved in this

inductive process. For example, fibroblast growth factor (FGF) and activin

have been shown to induce mesoderm in isolated explants. In this thesis I

have explored the role of FGF in early Xenopus development. To
demonstrate an endogenous function for FGF signalling in embryos, I
constructed a dominant negative mutant of the FGF receptor. Using a

functional assay in frog oocytes, I found that a truncated form of the receptor
effectively abolishes wild-type receptor function. Explants from embryos
expressing the dominant negative construct fail to induce mesoderm in

response to FGF. In embryos the mutant receptor cause specific defects in

gastrulation and in posterior development, and overexpression of a wild
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type receptor rescues these defects. Regions within the embryos expressing

this mutant receptor fail to differentiate into notochord or muscle. Even

embryos showing mild defects in gastrulation have impaired muscle
formation. Effects on mesoderm formation are also evident in mesoderm

specific genes that are expressed prior to gastrulation. The dominant

negative FGF receptor construct inhibits the expression of the immediate

early gene brachyury throughout the marginal zone, including the dorsal

side. It does not, however, inhibit the dorsal lip marker goosecoid, which is

expressed in the first involuting mesoderm at the dorsal side that will

underlie the head. FGF signalling is also required for Xpo expression, an

immediate early marker of ventral and lateral mesoderm. These results

suggest that FGF is involved in the induction of most mesoderm and that

the early dorsal mesoderm is already composed of two cell populations that

differ in their requirements for FGF.

I also explored the use of constitutively active FGF receptor to further

define the role of FGF signalling in early development. I generated a ligand

independent, constitutively active receptor by making a fusion between the

dimerization domain of the A repressor and the transmembrane and

tyrosine kinase domain of the FGF receptor. Preliminary experiments show

that expression of this receptor in embryos causes diminished head
development and the formation of ectopic tails.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

A Historical Perspective



Experimental embryology, as opposed to descriptive or comparative

embryology, is directed toward understanding the underlying mechanisms of

development. This field of study began in the 1880's with the experiments of

Wilhelm Roux on frog embryos and Hans Driesch on sea urchin embryos

(reviewed in Spemann, 1938 and Hamburger, 1988). Roux was interested in

determining the developmental potential of a single blastomere at the two

cell stage. His experimental approach was to kill one blastomere and then

determine how the remaining blastomere developed. He found that the

remaining blastomere developed into half an embryo. From this experiment,

Roux concluded that each blastomere at the two-cell stage differentiates

independently into half of the embryo. This conclusion, however, was based

on the incorrect assumption that the dead cell would not affect the ability of

the living cell to develop. Several years later, Driesch performed the same

experiment on sea urchin embryos, except that he separated the blastomeres

and then determined how each blastomere would develop in isolation. He

found that each blastomere would developed into a whole embryo, an

indication that each blastomere could self-regulate so that a whole embryo

develops rather than half an embryo. The results of Roux and Driesch

epitomize the two major developmental strategies used during

embryogenesis: 1) self-differentiation or mosaic development based on cell

lineage and 2) regulative development based on cell-cell interactions. We

now know that although development in invertebrates tends to be mosaic,

and development in vertebrates tends to be regulative, all organisms show

some combination of both during embryogenesis (Slack, 1991).

Although Roux and Driesch can be considered the fathers of

experimental embryology, Hans Spemann lead the field into the forefront of



biological sciences (reviewed in Spemann, 1938 and Hamburger, 1988). With

his experiments on lens formation in the early 1900's, Spemann introduced

the concept of induction. He found that when the optic cup is removed in

the frog embryo, the epidermis that normally overlies the optic vesicle fails to

differentiate into a lens. Furthermore, if trunk epidermis was transplanted

over the optic vesicle, it would then differentiate into a lens". Since these

experiments, the use of extirpation and transplantation of tissues has become

the most powerful technique in experimental embryology to determine

whether the differentiation of a tissue is dependent on external signals and

whether these signals or inductions are permissive or instructive.

In Spemann's most notable work, he introduced the concept of the

embryonic organizer. This work culminated in 1924 with the experiments of

Hilde Mangold”, his graduate student (Spemann and Mangold, 1924). She

transplanted the dorsal lip of the blastopore from an early gastrula of the

newt, Triturus cristatus, into the ventral region of an early gastrula of another

newt species, Triturus taeniatus. Such a transplant resulted in a secondary

embryonic axis on the ventral side. Her experiment was especially elegant in

that she could distinguish between the donor and host tissues because of

species specific differences in cell pigmentation. She was able to determine

that the transplanted dorsal lip cells predominantly differentiated into the

notochord while the bulk of the secondary embryo was formed from the host

tissue. Thus the dorsal cells "organized" the host cells into a secondary

embryo.

In the late 1960's and early 1970's Peter Nieuwkoop and colleagues

showed that the mesoderm, including Spemann's organizer, is induced in

*Warren Lewis, an American embryologist, independently conceived and performed the same
experiments on lens formation.
*Hilde Mangold died in a tragic accident around the time that her work was published.
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the blastula (Nieuwkoop, 1969a; Nieuwkoop, 1969b; Nieuwkoop, 1973). At

the blastula stage, the prospective mesoderm is localized to the region along

the equatorial or marginal zone of the embryo. Nieuwkoop discovered that if

the marginal zone of the blastula was removed, the mesoderm was

regenerated. Furthermore he determined that the cells that form the

mesoderm when the marginal zone was removed originated from the

supraequatorial or animal region. This region when isolated will

differentiate into epidermis, an ectodermal derivative. However when the

animal region was placed in contact with the subequatorial or vegetal region,

it formed both mesoderm and ectoderm. He concluded that the vegetal

region of the blastula induces the overlying equatorial region to form
mesoderm.

-

After considering Nieuwkoop's experiments on mesoderm induction,

Spemann's experiments on the organizer and experiments of their own, Jim

Smith, Leslie Dale and Jonathan Slack suggested a three signal model

explaining the induction and patterning of the mesoderm and ectoderm in

the early Xenopus laevis embryo (Figure 1-1)(Smith et al., 1985). They

proposed that, at the blastula stage, the vegetal hemisphere releases two

signals. The ventral vegetal (VV) signal induces ventral or general

mesoderm, and the dorsal vegetal (DV) signal induces the organizer. At the

gastrula stage, the organizer (O) patterns the ventral or general mesoderm by

inducing intermediate structures, like somites and kidney. Also the

organizer (O) induces and patterns the neural ectoderm (i.e. spinal cord and

brain). Experiments pioneered by Gerhart, Kirschner and colleagues in the

1980's showed that the dorsal vegetal (DV) signal was locally activated by a

sub cortical rotation that occurs within the first cell cycle after fertilization
(Gerhart et al., 1981; Vincent et al., 1986).



Although much was known about which cells emit the signals that

induce and pattern the mesoderm and neural ectoderm, little was known

about the nature of these signals. Then, in 1987, Smith showed that the

conditioned medium from a Xenopus cell line (XTC) could induce isolated

animal cap explants to form mesoderm derivatives, including notochord and

muscle (Smith, 1987). Like Nieuwkoop many years before, Smith showed

that in the absence of the conditioned medium, the animal cap explants

formed epidermis only. This finding was a turning point in the identification

of putative mesoderm-inducing factors. Although Smith was still several

years from purifying this mesoderm-inducing factor, the knowledge that an

established cell line secretes such a factor meant that: 1) the signals that

specify the mesoderm in the early embryo may include soluble substances and

2) these signals may not be unique to the early embryo. Smith's result

motivated other researchers to ask whether purified soluble factors could

induce mesoderm in isolated animal cap explants. Some sensible candidates

were peptide growth factors”, which had been shown to promote proliferation

and in some cases differentiation of cells in culture (Smith, 1981). By the end

of 1987, two groups had shown that purified fibroblast growth factor (FGF)

could induce animal cap blastomeres to form mesoderm (Slack et al., 1987;

Kimelman and Kirschner, 1987). Furthermore, Kimelman and Kirschner

(1987) showed that the mRNA for basic FGF was present in the early Xenopus

embryo and that the ability of FGF to induce muscle in animal caps was

potentiated by the addition of another purified peptide factor, transforming

growth factor 3 (TGF-B).

*In 1981, Jim Smith suggested that growth factors might function during
development as morphogens (Smith, 1981).
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I joined Marc Kirschner's laboratory in 1987 when David Kimelman

was making his exciting discoveries on the mesoderm-inducing abilities of
FGF and TGF-B. My first interest in the lab was studying how the dorsal
ventral polarity of the mesoderm is generated in the early embryo. I was
primarily interested in whether the dorsal-ventral polarity was generated by a
gradient of mesoderm inducing factor (as in a classic morphogen) or whether
the polarity was generated by different combinations of factors along the
dorsal-ventral axis. Unfortunately, distinguishing between these possibilities
was not easy since all the convenient mesoderm markers recognized muscle

only. We needed some non-muscle mesoderm markers. Therefore my first

project in the lab was to identify and isolate non-muscle mesoderm markers.

We considered several approaches for isolating mesoderm markers,

including subtractive-hybridization cloning from mesoderm versus non
mesoderm tissues, and screening for mesoderm-specific antibodies from a

monoclonal panel. But the strategy that I settled on was to isolate cDNAs

encoding proteins that we believed would be mesoderm specific. Ideally we

would have liked to isolate markers specific for notochord, heart, kidney and
blood, as well as markers that would be present in all the mesoderm.
Unfortunately, the heart, kidney and blood differentiate up to forty-eight
hours after mesoderm induction. Since the most useful markers would be

those that could be detected soon after induction, markers specific to
differentiated heart, kidney and blood would not be very useful. Therefore, I
focused on generating markers for the notochord, the first tissue to
differentiate in the embryo.

In deciding which notochord specific molecules to concentrate on, we
concluded that markers for the extracellular matrix would be most useful for

the following reasons: 1) extracellular matrix molecules are abundant in the



notochord; 2) extracellular matrix molecules had been implicated in many

inductive tissue interactions (for reviews, see Bissell et al., 1982; Hay, 1981;

Trelstad, 1984) and therefore might also have a role in the differentiation of

the notochord; and 3) the composition of the extracellular matrix of the

notochord was already known.

Studies on the chick had shown that the extracellular matrix (ECM) of

the notochord is very similar to the ECM of cartilage (Oettinger et al., 1985).

We decided that by isolating cDNAs encoding proteins expressed in cartilage,

we may generate markers for the notochord. This approach was initiated by

David Kimelman, who cloned the cDNA encoding the Xenopus homolog of

cartilage link protein. Link protein stabilizes the interaction between

hyaluronic acid and monomers of the chondroitin-sulfate containing

proteoglycans of cartilage (Deak et al., 1986). After sequencing and partially

characterizing the gene, Kimelman handed the project over to me. I soon

discovered that the level of expression of this gene was very low, making it

less useful as a marker. Furthermore, I found that the Xenopus link protein

gene may not be a marker for the notochord, since microdissected notochords *

from tailbud stage embryos did not contain detectable levels of the RNA.

Instead, I detected mRNA encoding the link protein in microdissected somite

tissue. Interestingly, I discovered that link protein RNA expression was not

induced by FGF alone in animal cap explants, although it was inducible by a

combination of FGF and TGF-3. Since we knew FGF alone could induce

muscle in animal caps, link protein was probably not simply a muscle

marker. Rather, it probably was a marker for the sclerotome, the region of the

somite that will form the cartilage of the spine. More recently, I have stained

embryos for link protein RNA by whole-mount in situ hybridizations and

have found that the gene is expressed in the tailbud and heart of stage 28



embryos (late tailbud). Attempts at localizing the RNA in younger embryos

failed, presumably due to the low level of expression.

Since the link protein was not a marker for the notochord, I decided to

isolate another putative marker for the notochord. Biochemical studies had

shown that collagen type II is the major product of chick and sturgeon

notochords (Linsenmayer et al., 1973; Miller and Mathews, 1974). I decided to

clone the Xenopus homolog of collagen type II. I found that the RNA for this

gene was very abundant by the late neurula stage and was predominantly

expressed in the notochord, although I detected some expression in the

somites. Type II collagen, therefore, appeared to be an adequate marker for

the notochord. Surprisingly, I found that type II collagen was induced by

bFGF in isolated animal caps. This finding implies that FGF may induce

limited notochord formation in isolated animal caps. Alternatively, this

result may be due to the presence of type II collagen in somite tissue.

By the beginning of 1989, I had to present my oral examination. I felt

ready for the exam, but I did not realize that this day would dramatically

change my graduate career. I had at my disposal three mesoderm markers: 1)

the cardiac actin gene, a marker for muscle; 2) the link protein gene, a

putative marker for sclerotome; and 3) the type II collagen gene, a marker for

notochord. With these three markers I believed I was ready to start

addressing some important questions about how the mesoderm is patterned

in the early embryo. I proposed nearly a dozen experiments using animal cap

explants and marginal zone explants to determine the role of FGF and TGF-3

molecules in the induction and patterning of the mesoderm. The

experiments I suggested included the addition of FGF and TGF-B alone and in

combination and in different amounts to animal cap explants at the blastula

stage, and determining quantitatively and qualitatively what kinds of



mesoderm tissues were induced. Also I proposed experiments to determine

whether FGF or TGF-3 were involved in the dorsalization of the mesoderm

at the gastrula stage (a property of the organizer). I also suggested injecting in

vitro transcribed RNA's for the growth factors into local regions of the

embryo. Using this approach I hoped to generate local expression and

gradients of the factors in vivo in order to determine the effects of these

gradients on the patterning of the mesoderm and the generation of the

embryonic axes. In the end though, none of the experiments that I proposed

were ever performed. My committee members, Bruce Alberts, John Gerhart,

Cynthia Kenyon, Caroline Damsky and Reg Kelly, felt that by adding FGF or

TGF-3 to explants, we can determine what the growth factors can do, but we

still do not know whether the embryo uses the factors for this purpose. They

suggested that I should step back and ask a simpler question. Does FGF have

any role in early development? Not only did they want me to think about

this, but they also wanted me to write an addendum to my proposal where I

would suggest experiments testing whether FGF has a role in vivo during

early Xenopus development. Well, not only did I think about this question,

but it actually became the focus of my thesis.

I quickly realized that to definitively determine whether FGF has a role

in early development, I had to design ways of inhibiting FGF in the intact

embryo. Unfortunately, while the amphibian embryo is particularly useful

for studying tissue interactions, it is rather cumbersome for the specific

inhibition of a protein function in vivo. It is certainly not a tractable genetic

system. I therefore was left with only a few alternatives for inhibiting FGF

function in the embryo. For example, we could inject embryos with

antibodies known to block FGF activity and then determine whether

mesoderm induction or patterning was disturbed in these embryos. I knew,



though, that these experiments were not really satisfactory because it would
be difficult to ensure that the antibodies would be accessible to the

endogenous FGF protein. Another possibility would be to inject antisense

RNA or oligonucleotides to endogenous FGF RNA so as to inhibit its

translation. This approach also had little chance of success since the oocytes

and eggs are already loaded with bFGF protein (Kimelman et al., 1988).

The third approach that I proposed became the focus of my thesis. This

approach was directed at the FGF receptor. At the time the FGF receptor had

recently been cloned from chick and human cDNA libraries in Rusty º

William's laboratory (Lee et al., 1989). I proposed to clone and characterize

the Xenopus homolog of the FGF receptor (see Chapter 2). I then suggested

making mutations in the tyrosine kinase domain of the FGF receptor to

render this domain non-functional. It seemed reasonable to suppose that if

the embryo were to make an excess of the mutant receptor, following

injection of the mutant receptor RNA, the normal processes requiring FGF

activity might be inhibited, analogous to a dominant negative mutation

(Herskowitz, 1987) (see Chapter 3). My final hope was that by inhibiting FGF

function in the embryo, we would better understand the role of FGF in early

development and the mechanism of mesoderm induction and patterning in

the embryo (see Chapter 4).
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Figure 1-1. Inductive events in the early amphibian embryo. During

oogenesis the animal and vegetal axis develops. The subcortical rotation of

the fertilized egg generates the future dorsal-ventral axis of the embryo

(Gerhart et al., 1981; Vincent et al., 1986). During the blastula, mesoderm

induction occurs in the equatorial region from vegetal signals. The ventral

vegetal (VV) signal induces ventral or general mesoderm (M), while the

dorsal vegetal (DV) signal induces the organizer (O) or dorsal mesoderm. In

the gastrula the organizer dorsalizes the ventral mesoderm, resulting in the

dorsal/ventral mesoderm polarity of notochord (N), somite (S), kidney (K),

and blood (B). SEP stands for sperm entry point. (Adapted from Smith et al.,

1985)
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CHAPTER 2

Regulation of the Fibroblast Growth Factor Receptor

in early Xenopus embryos.
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SUMMARY

Recent evidence suggests that fibroblast growth factor (FGF) is a

primary mesoderm inducer in Xenopus development. We have isolated a

full length cDNA clone for the Xenopus FGF receptor (XFGFR). Like other

FGF receptors, the Xenopus homolog is a membrane spanning protein with a

split intracellular tyrosine kinase domain. The Xenopus FGF receptor mRNA

is present as a maternal message whose levels are constant through early

development. There is no specific regional localization of the transcript by

analysis of FGF receptor mRNA levels in microdissected embryonic tissue. In

isolated animal pole blastomeres, FGF receptor mRNA declines over 16 hours

in culture and this loss can be prevented by incubation with FGF or activin.

Despite the presence of the FGF receptor mRNA in the oocyte, oocytes in

culture do not respond to added FGF. However, injection of exogenous

XFGFR mRNA transcripts into oocytes, does generate a functional response to

FGF. Our data suggest that post-transcriptional mechanisms regulate the FGF

receptor in the oocyte and early embryo and further suggest that mesoderm

inducing factors influence receptor mRNA levels during the time of early
tissue formation.
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INTRODUCTION

Embryogenesis in vertebrate organisms depends on inductive
interactions between the endoderm and ectoderm to form mesoderm. In

frogs, this primary patterning event begins prior to gastrulation when signals

emanating from cells in the vegetal region cause the formation of prospective

mesoderm in cells of the equatorial region. In Xenopus, there is evidence

that polypeptide growth factors, in particular members of the fibroblast

growth factor (FGF) and transforming growth factor-3 (TGF-3) families, are

the inducing agents. Purified bFGF, as well as other members of the FGF

family, will induce several types of mesodermal tissues in vitro such as

muscle (Slack et al., 1987; Kimelman and Kirschner, 1987). Members of the

TGF-3 family also induce mesoderm, though the response is quantitatively

and qualitatively different from that of FGF (Rosa et al., 1988; Smith et al.,

1990). Maternal mRNA and abundant levels of basic FGF (bFGF) protein are

present in the Xenopus oocyte and early embryo (Kimelman et al., 1988; Slack

and Isaacs, 1989). Although these observations, particularly for FGF, establish

that several parts of the signalling system exist in the earliest stages of

Xenopus development, a satisfactory understanding of the role of growth

factors in mesoderm induction is still lacking.

To utilize an extracellular factor as a signal for induction, the embryo

must express a receptor for the factor. Gillespie et al. (1989) have reported the

high affinity binding of labelled acidic FGF to Xenopus embryos and increased

binding in regions that are destined for a mesodermal fate. It is not clear

whether such regional binding represents binding to transmembrane

receptors or binding to other cellular components, especially matrix
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components, for which FGF is known to have high affinity (Gospodarowicz et

al., 1987). Bonafide transmembrane receptors for FGF have recently been

cloned and characterized in the chick (Lee et al., 1989), human (Isacchi et al.,

1990) and mouse (Reid et al., 1990; Mansukhani et al., 1990) and shown to

encode an extracellular domain for FGF binding and an intracellular tyrosine

kinase. We now have isolated a cDNA for the Xenopus homolog of the FGF

receptor (XFGFR) and described its regulation.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Isolation of cDNA clones

A Xenopus oocyte cDNA Agt 10 library (Rebagliati et al., 1985) was screened at

low hybridization stringency using a 32P-labeled 400bp fragment of the
extracellular domain of the chicken FGF receptor (Lee et al. (1989), a kind gift
of P. Lee and L.T. Williams, Univ. Calif., S.F.). A 1.6 kb clone was isolated

from a purified phage and used to rescreen the same library at higher

stringency to obtain a more complete clone of 2.9kb.

To obtain 5 sequence further upstream than the 2.9kb clone, single

stranded cDNA was produced from embryonic RNA, as described by

Frohman et al. (1988). Five micrograms of total RNA from Stage 11 embryos

was reverse transcribed using 20 picomoles of an antisense 22 base

oligonucleotide from the extracellular domain 3' to the first Ig-like region (5'-
CATCATCTTCATCATCGTCCTC-3') with 100 units of M-MLV reverse

transcriptase (Bethesda Research Laboratories) for 2 hours at 41°C. Excess

primer was removed with the GeneClean kit (Biolol, San Diego, CA) and

products were tailed with dATP using 15 units of terminal deoxynucleotidyl

transferase (Bethesda Research Laboratories) as described (Frohman et al.,

1988). Tailed single stranded cDNAs were then amplified using the

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with the following primers: XFGFR 5 ( 5'-

GGATCTCCTCCCCTGTTATGCG-3, 30pmol); (dT)17-adaptor, 10pmol and

adaptor, 25pmol as reported by Frohman et al. (1988). The DNA Thermal

cycler (Perkin-Elmer-Cetus) step program at 40 cycles was as follows: 94°C,40

seconds; 55°C, 1 min.; 72°C, 1 min. One tenth of the PCR reaction products

were separated by electrophoresis on a 2% NuSieve (FMK Products)/1%
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Agarose gel, transferred to Duralon-UV nylon membrane(Stratagene) and

hybridized at high stringency with a 32P-labeled, 300bp EcoRI-HindIII
fragment of the 1.6kb clone which represents the most 5' end of that clone. A

single hybridizing band at approximately 450 bp was purified and blunt end

ligated into the EcoRV site of pHluescript II (Stratagene) for clone

amplification and sequencing using published protocols (Sambrook et al.,

1989).

DNA sequencing

All DNA sequencing was performed on double stranded cesium chloride

purified plasmid DNA (Sambrook et al., 1989) using chain termination

methods (Sanger et al., 1977) with Sequenase (United States Biochemical)

according to manufacturer's protocol. Nucleic acid sequences were entered

into EuGene (Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX) for sequence analysis.

Constructs for oocyte translation

The 2.9kb Xenopus FGF receptor clone was inserted into a modified pSP64T

vector (Melton et al., 1984) (containing 5' and 3' untranslated sequence of

Xenopus 3–globin gene) for use in RNA transcription. The start codon and

signal sequence taken from chicken FGFR cDNA (gift of P. Lee) was spliced to
the 5' end of the 2.9kb clone. Creation of novel restriction sites in the most 5'

Xenopus sequence to accomplish splicing was performed using PCR generated

mutagenesis. A 27 nucleotide sense primer beginning at nucleotide +133 was

used in PCR amplifications to convert the proline at position 46 to a leucine

residue, creating a Pvu■ I site matching the homologous position in the

chicken sequence. The resulting translated protein included the first 51 amino

acids of the chicken FGF receptor fused to amino acids #46 through 812 of the
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Xenopus receptor. Constructs were translated in a wheat germ lysate

(Promega), labelled with *S-methionine labelling and analyzed on a
Laemmli SDS-PAGE (Laemmli, 1970).

45Ca2+ efflux assay and oocyte injections

Oocytes were obtained and microinjected as described (Cyert and Kirschner,

1988). They were incubated for 48hr at 16°C in Modified Barth's Saline

(MBSH) with 1mg/ml BSA and penicillin and streptomycin (Cyert and

Kirschner, 1988). 45Ca2+ efflux assays were performed essentially as described
by (Williams et al., 1988). Healthy oocytes were washed in 1X MBSH (minus

Ca2+), 1mg/ml BSA, penicillin/streptomycin (Solution B), transferred to 24

well dishes at 10-15 occytes/well in 0.5ml MBSH minus 45Ca2+. 45Ca2+ was
added to each well at a final concentration of 50uCi/ml and incubated at 16°C

for 3 hrs. After 45Ca2+ loading the oocytes were extensively washed, damaged
oocytes removed and the remaining oocytes transferred to clean wells at 8

oocytes per well. Media was removed for scintillation counting of 45Ca2+ at

ten minute intervals and replaced with equal amounts of saline.

Recombinant Xenopus bFGF (Kimelman et al., 1988) was used for all assays at

a final concentration of 30ng/ml. Collected media at each time point was

counted in 5ml Ecolume(ICN) scintillation fluid. The average of triplicate

samples was expressed as counts per minute 45Ca2+ released. After 60
minutes of media collection, oocyte samples were counted to normalize for

45Ca2+ loading.

Embryo dissections

Xenopus eggs were obtained and fertilized as described (Newport and

Kirschner, 1982). Manual dissections were carried out under microscope to
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isolate either animal caps from stage 8 embryos or various regions (animal,

marginal, vegetal, dorsal, lateral and ventral) from a range of embryonic

stages. The animal caps were dissected free from underlying marginal and

vegetal blastomeres in stage 8 embryos and incubated in modified Ringers

(Newport and Kirschner, 1982) with penicillin/streptomycin at 20°C with the

addition of the following factors for up to 16 hours: purified porcine activin,

2ng/ml (gift of W. Vale, Salk Institute); recombinant Xenopus bfGF

(Kimelman et al., 1988) 30ng/ml, and TGF-31 and TGF-32 at 20ng/ml (R+D
Systems). At selected times of incubation animal caps were removed, frozen

in liquid nitrogen for later isolation of total RNA.

Isolation and Analysis of RNA

Animal cap explants, embryo dissections or whole embryos were

homogenized and RNA isolated as described (Krieg and Melton, 1984) and

RNase protection analyses performed (Melton et al., 1984). RNase protection

analysis was performed on each sample with a specific probe for the Xenopus

FGF receptor and either Xenopus elongation factor-10 (EF-10) (Krieg et al.,

1989) or muscle specific actin (which can also be used to detect cytoskeletal

actin) (Sargent et al., 1986) as controls. A 300bp antisense transcript (EcoR1

HindIII fragment) of the Xenopus FGF receptor cDNA in pBluescript II vector

was synthesized in the presence of 32P-UTP with T3 RNA polymerase
(Stratagene). Hybridizations were done in the presence of 80% formamide at

45°C for 16 hours. Samples were then subjected to RNase digestion with

RNase A (Sigma) at 10ug/ml at 37°C for 40 minutes. Following proteinase K

digestion and precipitation of RNA, samples were electrophoresed on a 8%

acrylamide-urea denaturing gel as described (Melton et al., 1984).
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RESULTS

Xenopus FGF receptor sequence

Initial screening of the oocyte Agtl0 cDNA library with a heterologous probe

resulted in the isolation of a 1.6 kb cDNA, which by homology to the chicken

FGF receptor (Lee et al., 1989), represented approximately three-fourths of the

coding region of the mature protein lacking sequences on both the 3' and 5'

ends. This clone was then used to rescreen the oocyte library under stringent

conditions, which yielded a 2.9 kb cDNA. This cDNA contained a 2.2 kb open

reading frame including, by comparison with the chicken, the entire tyrosine

kinase and cytoplasmic tail, but did not contain a 5' ATG start codon and

signal sequence. At the 3' end it had a termination codon following the

kinase domains in a homologous position to the chicken sequence. To obtain

the complete 5' end of the gene we utilized a polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

protocol termed "RACE' as reported by Frohman et al. (1988). Single stranded

cDNA was generated from (stage 11) embryonic RNA primed using an

antisense oligonucleotide from the 5' region of the 2.9kb clone. Following

PCR amplification using the cDNA as template, a 450 bp fragment was

purified from RACE reaction products. This fragment included an ATG start

codon followed by a deduced hydrophobic signal sequence and the previously
cloned 5' end of the XFGFR clNA.

The entire deduced amino acid sequence is shown in Figure 2-1. The 5'

overlap region obtained from the RACE clone was found to encode identical

amino acid residues as the clones isolated from the oocyte library except for

four changes. These differences probably reflect allelic variation. The open

reading frame of 2.4 kb encodes 812 amino acids to yield a protein of

approximately 90 kD. The Xenopus FGF receptor has features identical to
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those found in the chicken bFGF receptor (Lee et al., 1989) and is similar in

overall structure to other transmembrane growth factor receptors (Yarden

and Ullrich, 1988). Like the chicken FGF receptor it has: three

immunoglobulin-like domains in the putative extracellular portion, an

unusual region of 8 consecutive acidic amino acid residues between the first

and second immunoglobulin-like domains, a relatively long juxtamembrane

region of 87 residues that separates the transmembrane region from the start

of the tyrosine kinase, and a tyrosine kinase sequence that is split by an

insertion of 14 amino acids. By comparison with the chicken sequence

(Figure 2-1) there is an overall 81% identity with highest levels of sequence

similarity in the kinase domain, and lower levels in the immunoglobulin

like domains and the kinase insertion region. One minor difference in the

Xenopus cDNA compared to the chicken is the deletion of 3 amino acids in

the region between the conserved acidic residues and the second

immunoglobulin-like domain. This is also an apparent area of variability

between the chicken and human forms that have been analyzed to date

(Johnson et al., 1990).
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Figure 2-1. Comparison of the amino acid sequences of the Xenopus, chicken

and mouse forms of the FGF receptor. The sequences were aligned using the

Eugene program except for the most c-terminal region where gaps were

placed by the authors to preserve homology. Gaps are noted with dashes. An

asterisk (*) above amino acid corresponds to differences obtained in the 5' end

clone generated from PCR (see text) (Q to R; R to T; I to V; N to S). The

sequences of the chicken and mouse cDNAs shown are from Lee et al. (1989)

and Reid et al. (1990), respectively.
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Functional analysis of Xenopus FGF receptor

To test whether the isolated cDNA represented a functional form of the FGF

receptor, we translated the receptor mRNA in oocytes (Williams et al., 1988).

An assay for the FGF receptor is based on the fact that several transmembrane

receptors mobilize intracellular calcium stores upon addition of the ligand,

resulting in a calcium efflux. Calcium efflux can be measured after

preloading oocytes expressing the FGF receptor with 45Ca2+.
In our initial studies the 5' signal sequence of the Xenopus clone had

not been obtained and therefore we used an mRNA which was a fusion

between the chicken initiation and signal sequence and the Xenopus receptor.

As a control showing the requirement of the tyrosine kinase domain, an

additional construct was made that had a deletion of the cytoplasmic tyrosine

kinase domain (XFD). Oocytes injected with Xenopus FGF receptor mRNA

(XFR) showed a ligand dependent 45Ca2+ efflux in response to FGF as

compared to the baseline steady state efflux (Figure 2-2). The deletion mutant

and water injected controls showed no stimulated calcium release in response

to FGF. All mRNA constructs synthesized peptides of the expected size (data

not shown).
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Figure 2-2. Effect of bFGF on Cat” efflux from oocytes injected with Xenopus
FGF receptor RNA (XFR), Xenopus FGF receptor cytoplasmic deletion mutant

RNA (XFD), or water. After loading with 45Cat", medium was collected at ten
minute points to obtain steady state calcium efflux levels prior to addition of

recombinant Xenopus bFGF (30 ng/ml). All points represent the mean of

triplicate wells (8 oocytes per well) from a single representative experiment.
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Developmental expression and localization of the FGF receptor mRNA

We examined the expression and localization of FGF receptor mRNA

through early stages of embryonic development. As shown in Figure 2-3A,

when equal amounts of polyadenylated RNA are probed with a partial cDNA

clone (1.6kb) of the Xenopus FGF receptor, a single transcript is detected at

constant levels from the mature oocyte to late neurula stages. Based on DNA

markers run in parallel, and the correction for anomalous migration of DNA

on formaldehyde-agarose gels (Kimelman and Kirschner, 1987), we estimate

the full length transcript to be approximately 3.5 kb, which is in agreement

with published estimates of the size of chicken FGF receptor (Lee et al., 1989).

There is no observable change in the size or in the levels of the XFGFR

mRNA indicating either persistence of maternal mRNA throughout

gastrulation or new transcription at levels just balancing degradation. To

determine levels of XFGF receptor mRNA more accurately through these

early stages, RNase protection analysis was performed, normalizing for total

RNA per embryo from Stage 1 through Stage 28. The total RNA per embryo,

which is mostly rRNA, does not change appreciably during this time

(Davidson, 1986). As shown in Figure 2-3B, levels of protected XFGFR

message, as compared to the one cell embryo, vary little.

Though the FGF receptor mRNA levels are relatively constant through

early stages, we wished to know whether specific regions of the embryo

differed in concentration of message. Total RNA was isolated from portions

of embryos dissected at Stage 4 (8 cell stage), Stage 8 (midblastula), and Stage 11

(midgastrula) and FGF receptor mRNA was quantified by RNase protection
(Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5). The total level of mRNA in each region was

normalized by the amount of EF-10. mRNA, a transcript that has been shown
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to be uniformly distributed (Krieg et al., 1989). As shown in the Table, the

normalized levels of FGF receptor RNA were found to be rather uniform in

different parts of the embryo at any given stage. In animal and vegetal poles

in Stage 4 embryos and between animal pole, marginal zone and vegetal pole

in Stage 8 and 11 embryos, the level of XFGFR mRNA was found to be

identical within the approximately 30% error of the RNase protection assay.

At the midgastrula stage when isolation of dorsal, lateral and ventral tissues

is possible, there is again little regional difference in transcript level; at this

stage there is a small deficit in the animal region.



Figure 2-3. FGF receptor mRNA levels in the oocyte and early stage embryos.

A. Northern blot analysis of FGF receptor transcript size. Poly(A)* RNA from

5O oocytes or embryos at each stage was isolated, separated on a formaldehyde

agarose gel and transferred to nylon membrane. A 1.6 kb cDNA (XFR/B4)

Probe representing approximately two-thirds of the coding region was

Hybridized under stringent conditions.

B- RNase protection analysis of FGF receptor mRNA levels in total RNA

from embryos (one-cell stage through stage 28). The Xenopus FGF receptor

specific band intensity was read by laser densitometry scanning and calculated

areas are expressed as the ratio of:

(stagen / stage 1).
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Figure 2-4. FGF receptor mRNA levels in microdissected 8 cell (stage 4) and

midblastula (stage 8) embryos. RNase protection analysis of embryos at stage 4

dissected into animal and vegetal halves and embryos at stage 8 dissected into

animal, marginal and vegetal thirds. For comparison RNase protections were

also done on whole embryos at stages 1, 4 and 8. To normalize for amount of

RNA isolated, EF-10 levels were also determined using RNase protections.
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Figure 2-5. FGF receptor mRNA levels in microdissected mid-gastrula (stage

11) embryos. RNase protection analysis of stage 11 embryos dissected into

animal, marginal and vegetal thirds as well as dorsal, lateral and ventral

thirds. To normalize for amount of RNA isolated, EF-10 levels were also

determined using RNase protections.
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The FGF receptor mRNA levels are regulated by mesoderm inducing growth
factors

Although there is no appreciable change in XFGFR mRNA in early stages

(Figure 2-3), there is a small decline of XFGFR mRNA in the animal cap at

midgastrula stage (stage 11)(see Figure 2-5 and Table 1). If animal caps are

isolated at stage 8, there is a gradual drop of XFGFR mRNA after 4 hours in

culture (Figure 2-6 and 2-7A). By 16 hours, when complete embryos have

several somites, there is no detectable XFGFR mRNA in the isolated animal

cap masses. The animal caps at this stage have formed an epidermis and

have increased their complement of cytoskeletal actin. Consistent with their

epidermal phenotype there is no measurable cardiac actin transcription
detectable (data not shown). In contrast treatment with the potent mesoderm

inducer, activin A or XTC supernant, maintains XFGFR mRNA at the initial

level for up to 16 hours in culture (Figure 2-6, 2-7B and 2-8). During this

period there is extensive synthesis of cardiac actin mRNA. Basic FGF, and

TGF-31 and TGF-32 affect XFGFR mRNA levels as shown in Figure 2-7.

Basic FGF is a less potent inducer of muscle than activin and it is generally

thought that bFGF induces more ventral forms of mesoderm. Consistent

with this is a partial loss of FGF mRNA and a stabilization at a lower level

than found with activin. TGF-31 alone has been shown not to induce

muscle (Kimelman and Kirschner, 1987) and it seems not to maintain levels

of XFGFR mRNA. TGF-32 has effects similar to activin.



Figure 2-6. FGF receptor mRNA levels in isolated animal caps. Animal caps

were isolated at stage 8 cultured at 16°C for 0, 2, 4, 8, or 16 hours either in

saline (untreated) or XTC supernant at 1:5 dilution (XTC treated). RNase

protection analysis was performed on the isolated RNA from seven animal

caps.
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Figure 2-7. FGF receptor mRNA expression in isolated animal caps

blastomeres in explant culture. Animal caps were dissected at stage 8 and

cultured at 16°C for 16 hours in the presence or absence of growth factor. Ten

animal caps were recovered at each time point and total RNA was isolated.

RNA was analyzed using RNase protection for the presence of FGF receptor

transcripts (2/3 of total RNA); and cytoskeletal and muscle-specific (cardiac)

actin transcripts (1/3 of total RNA). Levels of protected fragments of each

message are depicted as intensity of individual bands as read by laser

scanning. A. untreated; B. purified porcine activin treated (2 ng/ml final).

* * * *

***** -
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Figure 2-8. FGF receptor mRNA levels in animal caps in co-culture with

growth factors. RNase protection analysis of total RNA from 7 animal caps in

isolated culture after 0, 2, 4, 8 and 16 hours. RNA was hybridized with a

Xenopus FGF receptor specific antisense transcript. Autoradiograms were

scanned by laser and band densities are expressed as the ratio of each time

point relative to isolated animal caps at zero hour. Growth factors were

added to the following final concentrations: Xenopus bFGF (30 ng/ml),

porcine activin (2 ng/ml), TGF-31 and TGF-32 (20 ng/ml) *-assº
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DISCUSSION

The ability of specific cells within the embryo to respond to inductive signals

is termed competence. In Xenopus, the animal pole blastomeres in explant

culture have a finite window of competence to bFGF for mesoderm

induction, beginning at the 64 cell stage and ending at the 1,024 cell stage

(Slack et al., 1988; Grainger and Gurdon, 1989). As reported by Gillespie et al.

(1989), this period is paralleled by increasing levels of membrane bound FGF *** =

receptor over the first hours of cleavage, reaching a maximum concentration º:-
}

at the 1,024 cell stage. The appearance of this receptor at the 64 cell stage rº
-

- * *

" * ---cannot be caused by new transcription, which only begins in the embryo at the º

midblastula transition three hours later (Newport and Kirschner, 1982). -*** --

In this paper we report that the mRNA for the FGF receptor exists as a - - -
-
!maternally derived mRNA in the oocyte, which fluctuates very little during

early development. Despite the presence of XFGFR mRNA, the oocyte does

not seem to be producing functional receptor molecules on its surface, since it

shows no response to exogenously added bFGF. However, the oocyte seems . . . ~~

to have all of the other necessary components of the signalling system, since ****

injection of an in vitro transcribed XFGFR mRNA, allows the oocyte to

respond to bFGF by rapidly releasing 45Ca2+. The presence of the receptor
mRNA and the absence of functional receptor in the oocyte suggest control of

receptor translation or compartmentalization of the translated product. The

injected mRNA may not be subject to translational control since it is lacking

untranslated sequences on the 5' end.

The level of FGF receptor mRNA is stable through early development.

There is no evidence for a loss of receptor mRNA corresponding to the
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observed loss of competence at the mid gastrula stage. We also see no change

in the levels or size of the mRNA after zygotic transcription begins at that

stage. The continued presence of the FGFR mRNA past the period of

competence to form mesoderm is not surprising since the receptor protein

continues to be present, as shown by binding studies (Gillespie et al., 1989).

The FGF receptor may serve other functions after the loss of competence for

mesoderm induction. For example mesodermal cells may require secondary

inductions to generate a full range of tissues, or may utilize FGF for

angiogenesis or mitogenesis. Isolated ventral mesoderm cells from Xenopus

embryos continue to respond to FGF with enhanced cell motility long after

the period of competence for mesoderm induction (J. Gerhart and M.

Kirschner, unpublished observations). This suggests that competence itself is

regulated by processes downstream of the receptor. For example, changes in

second messenger pathways may modify the interpretation of the FGF signal,

as development proceeds.

In explanted animal caps the mRNA for the FGF receptor is

maintained by activin and TGF-32; lower levels of XFGFR mRNA are

maintained by bFGF. Interestingly, TGF-31, which causes cells to assume a

mesenchymal phenotype and produce extracellular matrix, but does not

induce muscle, does not prevent the loss of the XFGFR mRNA. The level of

XFGFR mRNA present in animal caps after 16 hours corresponds best to

dorsal mesoderm differentiation, rather than general mesoderm formation

and may reflect the need for muscle or other dorsal tissues to maintain their

ability to respond to bFGF. The loss of the XFGF receptor mRNA in untreated

animal caps may merely reflect the differentiation of cells into epidermis. We

cannot say at this time whether the maintenance of the initial levels of
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XFGFR mRNA is due to stabilization of the mRNA or to new transcription

balancing degradation.

In summary the regulation of FGF and its receptor in the early

Xenopus embryo is likely to occur on the translational or post-translational

level. At later developmental stages other signalling pathways may exert

their activities directly on the transcription of FGF receptor and FGF mRNA

or on the stability of these transcripts. Understanding these biosynthetic and

signalling regulatory loops is likely to be important in understanding the

process by which the embryo generates further complexity.
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CHAPTER 3

Expression of a Dominant Negative Mutant of the FGF Receptor Disrupts

Mesoderm Formation in Xenopus Embryos



SUMMARY

Peptide growth factors may play a role in patterning of the early embryo,

particularly in the induction of mesoderm. We have explored the role of FGF

in early Xenopus development by expressing a dominant negative form of

the FGF receptor. Using a functional assay in frog oocytes, we found that a

truncated form of the receptor effectively abolished wild-type receptor

function. Explants from embryos expressing this dominant negative º

construct failed to induce mesoderm in response to FGF. In whole embryos

the mutant receptor caused specific defects in gastrulation and in posterior

development, and overexpression of a wild-type receptor could rescue these

developmental defects. These results demonstrate that the FGF signalling

pathway plays an important role in early embryogenesis, particularly in the

formation of the posterior and lateral mesoderm.
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INTRODUCTION

During vertebrate development embryos utilize cell-cell interactions to

generate a complex pattern of cell types. In one of the earliest patterning

events, signals are passed from the endoderm to the ectoderm to generate a

new germ layer, the mesoderm (reviewed in Nieuwkoop, 1973). Various

experiments suggest that at these early stages the endoderm sends at least two

kinds of signals, one for the dorsal mesoderm, which forms primarily the ºf a

notochord and the other for the ventral and lateral mesoderm which forms -

tissues such as muscle, kidney and blood (reviewed in Woodland, 1989).

Although induction, as a general feature of vertebrate embryogenesis

(Nieuwkoop et al., 1985) was identified more than 60 years ago, the cellular

processes underlying it have been difficult to uncover. Embryos have been

relatively favorable systems for studying cell-cell interactions, through

transplantation, ablation, and fate mapping experiments, but they have been

difficult to utilize for biochemical assays.

In 1987, Smith showed that explanted prospective ectoderm could

respond to conditioned medium from a Xenopus cell line by generating a

variety of mesodermal cell types including notochord and muscle (Smith,

1987). Although there was no assurance that this substance was related to

endogenous inducing signals, it offered the hope that by using this approach,

one could ultimately determine whether it or related molecules had a role in

mesoderm induction in the embryo. Before this activity was isolated, two

highly purified growth factors, FGF and TGF-B, were shown to have similar

effects on ectodermal explants (Slack et al., 1987; Kimelman and Kirschner,

1987; Rosa et al., 1988). It is now known that other members of the FGF
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family, and the TGF-3 family, including activin A (the original activity

secreted by the Xenopus cell line), also have potent effects on inducing

mesoderm (Asashima et al., 1990; Paterno et al., 1989; Smith et al., 1990; van

den Eijnden-Van Raaijet al., 1990). More interest in these growth factors was

generated when it was found that the mRNA's encoding bFGF and TGF-3

like molecules, including activin, are present at the time of mesoderm

induction (Weeks and Melton, 1987; Kimelman et al., 1988; Slack and Isaacs,

1989; Thomsen et al., 1990). In addition both the protein and the mRNA for

the FGF receptor, and bRGF protein are known to be present in the embryo

(Kimelman et al., 1988; Gillespie et al., 1989; Musci et al., 1990).

Are these factors sending redundant signals for generation of the

mesoderm or are they highly specialized for generating individual cell types?

Such an important question is difficult to answer by examining the response

of explanted tissue or by localizing these factors in the embryo. Although FGF

has been suggested to induce more ventral type mesoderm, and activin more

dorsal, there is no evidence that these molecules act with such specificity in

the embryo. Even in explants there is some overlap in their effects.

Responses to growth factors in explant cultures are in themselves

unconvincing for demonstrating an endogenous function. It is in fact

possible that none of the molecules that have been found so far plays any role

in mesoderm induction. If they do, it would be difficult from existing

experiments to dissect their role in such a complicated process.

The ability to delete elements of the growth factor signalling process

would be very helpful for defining their role in mesoderm induction.

Although it is theoretically possible to make such deletions in the germ line

of mice (Capecchi, 1989), such experiments may be difficult to interpret. For

example, in the case of FGF, there is a relatively large family of both ligands
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and receptors (Cross and Dexter, 1991) and it is possible that single deletions

would have a limited phenotype or no phenotype at all. In the frog, where

the experimental embryology of induction is the most experimentally

accessible, there are no means presently for generating such germ line

mutations. In addition the putative signalling molecules are likely to be

derived from maternal transcripts and many of the known factors that induce

mesoderm are likely to have functions later in development. Therefore, it

would be difficult to generate such maternal effect mutations.

Many of these problems can be overcome by the use of dominant

mutations that inhibit function. These can be employed most profitably in

systems where macromolecules interact (Herskowitz, 1987). Growth factors

and their receptors offer several possibilities for such dominant negative

mutations. The recent evidence that several tyrosine kinase receptors interact

via ligand-induced oligomerization (reviewed in Schlessinger, 1988; Ullrich

and Schlessinger, 1990) suggests that non-functional receptor molecules could

cripple, in a very specific way, the ability of a cell to respond to a normal

ligand. Depending on the ability of a dominant negative receptor to interact

with several members within a ligand-receptor family, such a dominant

negative mutant could inhibit the signalling of an entire growth factor

family.

We have recently isolated a cDNA encoding a Xenopus FGF receptor

(Musci et al., 1990). This receptor contains a cytoplasmic tyrosine kinase

domain, an extracellular ligand binding domain, and by the level of sequence

similarity would classify as the Xenopus homolog of the FGF receptor -1/flg

protein (Lee et al., 1989). Using the Xenopus oocyte as an expression system,

we have screened for various dominant negative mutants of this receptor.

One such mutant containing only an intact extracellular domain and a
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transmembrane domain effectively inhibits FGF signalling in the oocyte.

When expressed in the embryo this truncated construct of the FGF receptor

produces major deficiencies in lateral and posterior mesoderm. Various

control and rescue experiments argue convincingly that these striking

developmental defects are a specific result of inhibiting the FGF signalling

pathway.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmid Constructs and in vitro Transcriptions

All constructs used for in vitro transcription and injection were inserted into

a modified pSP64T vector (Krieg and Melton, 1984) containing the 5' and 3'

untranslated sequences of the Xenopus 3–globin gene. This modified vector

has an Ncol site at the translational start site and a polylinker (including a

HindIII and Xbal site) just prior to the 3' untranslated 3–globin sequences. All

of the 5' and 3' untranslated sequences of the Xenopus FGF receptor and all of

the 5' and most of the 3' untranslated sequences of the chicken FGF receptor

were removed. All deletion mutants and full length receptor constructs had

deletions or restriction site changes and additions performed by PCR add-on

mutagenesis (Vallette et al., 1989).

Full length constructs: An Ncol site was generated at the start site of all

Xenopus and chicken FGF receptor constructs resulting in a change of the

second amino acid in each case from phenylalanine to valine. The HindIII

site in the 3' untranslated sequences of the chicken FGF receptor was used as

the 3' end of the insert (plasmid name = FR3). An Xbal site, generated 3 bp

beyond the stop codon of the Xenopus FGF receptor, was used as the 3' end of

the insert, thus removing all of the 3' untranslated sequences (plasmid name

= XFRA3"/Xss; herein referred to as XFR).

Deletion constructs: XFD (plasmid name = XFD/Xss) was made by

generating an Xbal site at amino acid 398, just 3 of the transmembrane

domain. By inserting the Ncol-Xbal fragment into the modified pSP64T

vector, the tyrosine kinase domain was deleted. d50, a variant of XFD, was

made by generating an EclxI site at nucleotide +523 using an oligonucleotide
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at nucleotides 1160-1181 for PCR. Using the preexisting upstream EclxI site of

XFD, the amplified fragment was inserted into XFD following EclxI-AccI

digestion so that the translational frame was retained. The resulting insert

was a deletion of nucleotides 374-521 of XFD, corresponding to amino acids

125-175 in the extracellular domain of the Xenopus FGF receptor. d48 was

generated by the same scheme except that the EclxI site was generated at
nucleotide +515. This construct therefore has a deletion of amino acids 125

173. Bovine prolactin cDNA (Sasavage et al., 1982) was inserted into the

modified pSP64T vector (plasmid name = pSP35T) and was used as an *** **

additional control. For in vitro transcription, all constructs were linearized to ---
include the 3' Xenopus 3–globin untranslated sequences and transcribed

using SP6 RNA polymerase (Boehringer Mannheim) as previously described

(Melton et al., 1984).

Oocyte Injections and Functional Assays

Female frogs were anesthetized in 0.1% 3-aminobenzoic acid ethyl ester

(tricaine) (Sigma) which was neutralized with sodium bicarbonate. A section

of the ovaries was surgically removed and stage VI oocytes were manually

defolliculated and maintained in modified Barth's saline (MBSH) (Gurdon,

1977) with bovine serum albumin (1 mg/ml), penicillin and streptomycin

(solution A). Oocytes were injected with 25 nl of in vitro transcribed RNA(s)

at concentrations ranging from 0.01 to 1 mg/ml (0.25-25 ng of RNA per

oocyte). Injected oocytes were incubated at 16°C in solution. A for 48 hours.

45Catt efflux was assayed as previously described (Musci et al., 1990). Briefly,
oocytes were washed in Catt free solution A and loaded with 4°Ca”
(Amersham) at a final concentration of 50 uCi/ml for 3 hours at 16°C. The

oocytes were then washed extensively in solution A and healthy oocytes were
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transferred to a 24-well dish at 8 oocytes per well with 0.5 ml of solution A.

At ten minute intervals, 0.5 ml of solution A was removed for scintillation

counting and replaced with a fresh 0.5 ml aliquot of solution A. At the

indicated time, recombinant Xenopus bFGF (Kimelman et al., 1988) was added

at 30 ng/ml. The saline collected at each time point was placed in 5 ml of
Ecolume (ICN).

Antibody Preparation

A glutathione transferase - partial Xenopus FGF receptor fusion protein was ** *-

overproduced in E. coli strain XL1–Blue (Stratagene) and used as 2

immunogen. A 1.6 kb portion of the Xenopus cDNA (nucleotide #110 - " * *

#1695, (Musci et al., 1990)) which included the extracellular domain and a …

portion of the tyrosine kinase domain was cloned into the EcoRI site of the

pGEX-1 plasmid (Smith and Johnson, 1988) to direct the synthesis of an 80 kD " * -

fusion protein. The fusion protein was produced as described (Smith and
* -

Johnson, 1988) and purified by polyacrylamide - SDS preparative gel

electrophoresis. Slices of acrylamide bands containing 0.5 mg of fusion
º

protein were minced for subcutaneous injection into rabbits. Primary 2

injections, booster injections (0.25 mg every three weeks) and immune sera **

collection were performed by BABCO (Richmond, CA). To test the specificity

and titer of immune sera, a second fusion protein was produced from a

construct made in the pGEMEX plasmid (Promega, Madison, WI). This TV

gene 10 - Xenopus FGF (XFR) receptor fusion protein contained the same

Xenopus sequences as those included in the immunogen.

A recombinant colony of JM109 containing the T7-XFR fusion was

induced to express fusion protein in liquid culture according to the

manufacturer's protocol (Promega). Pelleted bacteria were resuspended in
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SDS sample buffer and boiled. Soluble protein was run on a 5-15% SDS

polyacrylamide gel (Laemmli, 1970). Transfer of resolved protein to

nitrocellulose was performed by semi-dry electrophoretic transfer according to

the manufacturer's protocol (LKB-Pharmacia). Strips of nitrocellulose

membrane were probed with serial dilutions of immune sera and visualized

with goat anti-rabbit alkaline phosphatase conjugated secondary antibody

(BioFad).

The anti-peptide FGF receptor immune sera (a kind gift of Dr. L.T. Williams,

University of California, San Francisco) has as its epitope a 15 amino acid * * * =

sequence in the second immunoglobulin-like domain. This sequence is
**
:-

º
common to all constructs used in these experiments. * * *

Metabolic Labelling of Oocytes and Protein Analysis " * *

Microinjected oocytes and non injected controls were incubated in solution A º
for 12-16 hours at 16°C prior to addition of 35S - methionine at a final
concentration of 1 mci per ml per 25 occyte sample. The time of labelling

varied from 24 to 36 hours, at 16°C. Media containing isotope was removed

and oocytes were rinsed three times in 1X MBSH prior to lysis. Cold lysis 2
***

buffer (20 mM Tris pH8.0, 100 mM. NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 10%

glycerol, 0.1 mM PMSF and benzamidine, 10 ug/ml chymostatin, leupeptin

and aprotinin) was added to oocytes and left on ice for 15 minutes.

Remaining intact oocytes were disrupted by pipetting through a microtip and

then spun at 16,000g for 10 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was frozen in

liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C for immunoprecipitation. Lysate

equivalents of 2-3 oocytes (50 ul) were thawed, diluted 1:5 with

immunoprecipitation (IP) buffer to a final concentration of 50 mM Tris pH8.0,
10 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 1% Triton X-100, 0.5% deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS
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and 100 mM. NaCl, and incubated with 0.5 ul immune sera for 4 h at 4°C. 25

ul of a 50% Protein A - Sepharose 4B bead slurry (Sigma) was used to

precipitate immune complexes from each sample. The precipitates were

washed three times with 1X IP buffer, solubilized in 25 ul of 2X SDS sample

buffer and separated by SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Gels were

Coomassie stained to ensure equal precipitation and loading of IgG per lane,

dried and exposed to Kodak X-Omat AR film at room temperature. Laser

densitometry scanning of autoradiograms was done on a Model 260 BioFad

laser scanning system.

For endoglycosidase H treatment, immune complexes were solubilized

by adding 10 ul of 250 mM sodium phosphate pH7.0, 2% SDS and 1% B

mercaptoethanol and boiling for 5 minutes. Samples were diluted two fold
and made 250 mM sodium citrate, 5 mM sodium azide and reboiled for two

minutes. Samples were cooled to 37°C and treated with 0.5 mL.

endoglycosidase H (Boehringer) overnight at 37°C. *S-labelled core
glycosylated yeast pro-alpha factor (kind gift of N. Pryer and L. Wuestehube,

University of California, Berkeley, CA) was added to each reaction as a control

for endoglycosidase H activity. Samples were then mixed with SDS sample

buffer, boiled for 5 minutes and subjected to SDS-polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis.

Oocyte Transfers and Embryo Injections

Oocyte transfers: Injected oocytes were matured, transferred into female

hosts, stripped and fertilized essentially as described by Holwill et al. (1987)
with the following modifications. Aseptic and/or sterile technique

throughout was essential. Injected oocytes were maintained in solution A
(see above) at 16°C for 6 to 24 hours. Host albino females (obtained from

* * *

* * *
* * *
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Xenopus I; Ann Arbor, MI) were injected with 1000 I.U. of hCG (Sigma) into

their dorsal lymph sacs and kept at 16°C until laying commenced. Two hours

later progesterone (Sigma) was added to the injected oocytes at a final

concentration of 5 ug/ml. After white spot formation, some oocytes were

stained with neutral red (0.0025%, Sigma) or Nile blue sulphate (0.005%,

Sigma) for 15 minutes to distinguish between oocytes injected with different

RNA's. Healthy oocytes were transferred into the abdominal cavity of the

ovulating albino females (about 200 oocytes per female) through a flank

incision. After a recovery period of 2 hours, the eggs were stripped every 30- * * * =

45 minutes and fertilized in vitro with macerated testes as described (Newport º: -

and Kirschner, 1982). At the four cell stage the embryos were dejellied in 2% º º
cysteine (pH 7.8-8; Sigma) and immediately transferred into 1/10th strength .

MMR (Newport and Kirschner, 1982) with 6% ficoll, penicillin and * * * *

streptomycin. The embryos were grown at 17-19°C and staged (Nieuwkoop --
and Faber, 1967).

Embryo injections: Embryos were dejellied 30 min. after fertilization

and placed at 12°C in MMR with 6% ficoll, penicillin and streptomycin. At

the two cell stage each blastomere was injected with 15–25 nl of 0.15 mg/ml 2
***

RNA (2-4 ng of RNA per blastomere). Embryos were maintained in MMR

with 6% ficoll, penicillin and streptomycin for two hours at 19°C before

transferring into 1/10th strength MMR with 6% ficoll, penicillin and

streptomycin.

Animal Cap Assays

Animal caps were dissected from stage 8 embryos and incubated at room

temperature in MMR with penicillin and streptomycin. Recombinant

Xenopus bFGF (Kimelman et al., 1988) was added at 30 ng/ml and purified
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porcine activin A (gift of W. Vale, Salk Institute) at 2 ng/ml. The animal caps

were allowed to develop until control unoperated embryos were at the late

neurula stage at which time they were scored for changes in morphology

(Symes and Smith, 1987) and then frozen in liquid nitrogen for later isolation
of RNA.

Isolation and Analysis of RNA

Animal cap explants and embryos at the indicated stages were homogenized

in a solution containing proteinase K and SDS and incubated at 37°C for 1 * * *

hour as described (Melton et al., 1984). The nucleic acids were isolated and º: -
reprecipitated in 4 M LiCl at -20°C. The precipitated RNA was used for RNase º
protection analyses as described (Melton et al., 1984). An antisense probe for ".
the Xenopus cardiac actin gene (Ac100) (Sargent et al., 1986)(Kintner and *** * *

Melton, 1987) was transcribed with SP6 (Boeringer Mannheim) in the ! ---

presence of [**PlUTP (Amersham). The labelled transcripts were hybridized to

the animal cap RNA (equivalent to one animal cap), embryonic RNA

(equivalent to half an embryo) or tRNA (20 ug) in the presence of 80%
*

formamide for 16 hours at 45°C. Samples were digested with RNase A * *

(Sigma) at 10 ug/ml for 40 minutes at 37°C. Following proteinase K digestion

and ethanol precipitation, the samples were electrophoresed in an 8%

polyacrylamide denaturing gel as described (Melton et al., 1984). After

autoradiography bands were analyzed and quantified with a laser scanner

(Model 260, BioFad Inc.).

Imaging and Histology

Embryos were observed and photographed on an M8 Wild dissecting

microscope. At stage 22, embryos were fixed in Bouin, Hollande modification

º
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-
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of Romeis fixative, dehydrated, and embedded in paraffin. 7 um sections

were cut on a rotary microtome and stained with Azofuchsin acid, alcian blue

and Orange G. Time lapse photography was obtained on a Zeiss ICM 405

inverted microscope using a Hamamatsu video camera. The video sequences

were obtained on an Interactive Video System (IVS) Image-1 digital processor

every 90 seconds and recorded on laser disc OMDR (Panasonic).
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RESULTS

Inhibition of FGF receptor function by a dominant negative mutant

The tyrosine kinase activation of some transmembrane receptors

seems to depend on the dimerization of these receptors in response to ligand

binding (reviewed in Schlessinger, 1988; Ullrich and Schlessinger, 1990;

Whittaker et al., 1990). For several receptors, including the EGF, PDGF, and

insulin receptors, this dimerization is thought to be mediated principally by

the extracellular domain of the receptor. For this reason, it was possible to

generate mutant forms of the EGF and PDGF receptors that interacts with the

wild-type receptor and suppress signal transduction (Honegger et al., 1990;

Ueno et al., 1991). If it were possible to construct such dominant negative

mutants of the FGF receptor, we thought it likely that we could probe the

function of FGF in various systems, particularly early embryonic

development. We have used a sensitive functional assay that facilitates the

screen for such mutations (Williams et al., 1988). The activation of the FGF

receptor in Xenopus oocytes is linked to a rapid Cat” release from internal

stores in a ligand-dependent manner (Johnson et al., 1990; Musci et al., 1990;

Keegan et al., 1991). By microinjecting transcripts of mutant forms of the

receptor, we screened for constructs that inhibited FGF dependent Catt
release.

The Xenopus oocyte actually contains mRNA encoding the FGF

receptor, but this mRNA is either not translated or is not expressed in a

functional form (Musci et al., 1990). Therefore in these assays it is necessary to

inject transcripts of both the wild-type FGF receptor and the mutant

constructs in a form in which they are readily translated. This was
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accomplished by replacing the FGF receptor untranslated sequences with

those of the Xenopus 3-globin gene. In the experiments reported in this paper

we have used both the Xenopus FGF receptor (XFR) and the chicken FGF

receptor (FR3)(Lee et al., 1989). As shown in Figure 3-1, oocytes injected with

either XFR or FR3 RNA release Catt in response to bFGF. The assay is

sensitive enough to give a maximum response to bFGF with only 250 pg of

injected XFR or FR3 RNA (data not shown). When 2.5 ng or more of RNA

was injected into oocytes, the Xenopus FGF receptor reproducibly gave a

much higher background of Cat” release than the chicken FGF receptor in

the absence of ligand (Figure 3-1). This may indicate that the Xenopus FGF

receptor activates in a ligand-independent manner when it is translated at

high levels in the oocyte.

Among the several mutants constructed, one deletion mutant of the

Xenopus FGF receptor, completely lacking the intracellular tyrosine kinase

domain (XFD, Figure 3-2) effectively abolished the wild-type receptor

function. As shown in Figure 3-3A, when XFD RNA was co-injected into

oocytes with wild-type receptor RNA at a ratio of 100:1 (XFD:XFR), no FGF

stimulated calcium release was detected. Since XFD had a complete

extracellular domain, it would be expected to bind FGF, and possibly interact

with the wild-type receptor. Modification of the conserved region in the

extracellular domain by removal of fifty amino acids between the first and

second immunoglobulin-like domain, produces a mutant form of the

receptor that might be expected to be deficient in ligand binding. When this

construct (d50, Figure 3-2) was co-injected with wild-type receptor at a ratio of

100:1 (d50:XFR), it did not inhibit the abrupt rise in calcium efflux in response

to FGF (Figure 3-3A). The response to FGF was identical to that seen when

wild-type receptor (XFR) RNA was injected alone (data not shown). XFD had
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identical effects on the chicken receptor (FR3), as it did on XFR (Figure 3-3B).

Neither XFD (Musci et al., 1990) nor d50 (data not shown) alone gave an FGF

dependent calcium efflux.

The inhibitory action of the dominant negative receptor construct was

dependent on the ratio of XFD to functional receptor (XFR or FR3). We had

found that to achieve full inhibition of wild-type receptor function, XFD

RNA had to be injected at 100 fold excess over FR3 RNA (Figure 3-3B).

However, when the FR3 RNA level was raised to a 1:1 ratio, a full response

to FGF stimulation was retained showing a reversal of inhibition. Co

injection of d50 with FR3 at either 100:1 or 1:1 gave an abrupt FGF dependent

calcium efflux. However the oocytes injected at a 1:1 ratio released more

calcium than those at 100:1, because they contained ten times more wild-type

receptor RNA. In summary, these data demonstrated that it is possible to

express a fragment of the FGF receptor that blocks some aspect of wild-type

FGF receptor function in oocytes and that the inhibition could be reversed by

increasing the expression of the functional receptor.

º
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Figure 3-1. Functional comparison of Xenopus and chicken FGF receptor in

oocytes.

FGF-stimulated calcium efflux from oocytes following injection and

translation of in vitro transcribed RNA (2.5 ng) encoding either XFR or FR3.

Control oocytes were injected with water (H2O). After loading with 45Ca”,

medium was collected at ten minute points to obtain steady state calcium

efflux levels prior to addition of recombinant Xenopus bFGF (30 ng/ml). All

points represent the mean of duplicate wells (8 oocytes per well) from a single

representative experiment. XFR = Xenopus FGF receptor; FR3 = Chicken FGF

receptor.
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Figure 3-2. Structural domains of wild type and mutant FGF receptors.

Schematic representation of structural and functional domains of the full

length FGF receptor from Xenopus (XFR) and chicken (FR3). The FGF

receptor contains a signal sequence (SS), three immunoglobulin-like

domains bounded by cysteine residues forming di-sulfide bridges (I,II,III), a

conserved region of 8 acidic amino acids (acid box), a transmembrane domain

(TM), and an intracellular tyrosine kinase domain split by 14 amino acids.

XFD represents a mutant with a deletion of the entire tyrosine kinase starting

from amino acid 398 (marked by arrow on XFR). d50, a variant of XFD, was

constructed by deleting 50 amino acids (marked by arrows on XFD) between

the first and second immunoglobulin-like domain and including the acid box
(amino acids 125-175).
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Figure 3-3 Inhibition of wild type FGF receptor function by a dominant

negative mutant.

A. Oocytes were injected with mixtures of in vitro transcribed mutant (XFD

or d50) and wild type (XFR) RNA (25 ng total) at the following ratios: d50:XFR

(100:1); XFD:XFR (100:1). Control oocytes were injected with water (H2O). The

oocyte 45Catt assay was done as in Figure 3-1.

B. FGF stimulated calcium efflux from oocytes co-injected with mutant

Xenopus FGF receptor RNA's (d50, XFD) and full length wild type chicken

receptor RNA (FR3). Ratios of injection mixtures are indicated in graph

legend. Total RNA injected for 1:1 ratios was 2.5 ng per oocyte and 25 ng for

the 100:1 ratios. Control oocytes were injected with water (H2O). The oocyte

45Ca” assay was done as in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-3
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Translation and processing of FGF receptor constructs

Interpretation of XFD inhibition of the FGF signalling pathway

depends on whether it acts to block the receptor or whether it has an effect,

perhaps limited to the oocyte, on the translation or translocation of the wild

type receptor. In particular, the effectiveness of XFD and the ineffectiveness

of d50 in blocking the FGF receptors could be explained trivially by the failure

of d50 to be translated and processed. Although the wild-type receptors and

two mutant constructs (XFD and d50) were equivalent in their 5' and 3

untranslated sequences (Xenopus 3–globin) and hence should be translated

with equal efficiency, we wished to know whether differences in activity

could be attributed to differences in translation or processing. In addition we

wished to determine whether the wild-type and mutant receptors were

mutually affecting each other's translation and entry into the secretory

pathway. To examine these possibilities we assayed the efficiency of

translation of the various constructs and their capacity to influence each

other's translation and glycosylation patterns, a measure of passage of the

receptors through the endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi compartments.

Oocytes were injected with equal amounts of XFD and d50 RNA and

incubated with 3°S-methionine. Supernatants from total detergent lysates of

labelled oocytes were immunoprecipitated with anti-FGF receptor antibodies.

A polyclonal antibody raised against a peptide shared by both constructs

precipitated equal amounts of the translation products and gel electrophoresis

indicated a high degree of glycosylation in both (Figure 3-4A, lanes 2 and 4).

Glycosidase F treatment produced the expected primary translation products

(data not shown). Furthermore, 80% to 90% of glycosylated XFD and d50 were

endoglycosidase H resistant (Figure 3-4A, lanes 3 and 5). Resistance to
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endoglycosidase H indicated that the proteins had proceeded into the mid

Golgi compartment (Dunphy et al., 1985; Farquhar, 1985). In summary there

were no significant differences in translational efficiency or processing of the

two mutant forms of the FGF receptor.

Although both mutants were translated and processed at equal

efficiency and therefore each could act at the plasma membrane to interact

with the wild-type receptor, it was still possible that the mutants had

differential effects on the translation or processing of the wild-type receptor.

Further experiments were performed to test this possibility and to examined

whether hyper-expression of the chicken receptor could in turn inhibit the

translation or processing of the mutant receptors. FR3 and XFD or FR3 and

d50 at 1:1 ratios were co-injected into oocytes for translation, labelled and

immunoprecipitated. Two antibodies were used: an antipeptide antibody

that efficiently immunoprecipitated the truncated receptors and an anti

Xenopus FGF receptor fusion protein that efficiently immunoprecipitated the

full length Xenopus and chicken receptors. As shown in Figure 3-4B, lanes 3

6, oocyte lysates from co-injected samples had similar levels of both FR3 and

either XFD or d50. All of the FR3, XFD, and d50 products were found as

glycosylated forms migrating much slower than the core proteins. These

experiments demonstrated that FGF receptor constructs used in these studies

were translated and processed equally in oocytes, suggesting that the

explanation for the effectiveness of XFD and the ineffectiveness of d50 in

blocking receptor function was probably not due to differential effects on the

translation of the wild-type receptor.
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Figure 3-4. Analysis of FGF receptor constructs translated in Xenopus oocytes.

A. Oocytes injected with mutant RNA constructs XFD and d50 were labelled

for 36 hours with 35S-methionine. Lysates were immunoprecipitated with
anti-peptide FGF receptor immune sera in duplicate. Immune complexes

were incubated with endoglycosidase H (lanes 3 and 5) or with control buffer

(lanes 2 and 4) and resolved on a 5-15% SDS polyacrylamide gel. Glycosylated

forms of XFD (gxFD) and d50 (gd50) run as heterogeneous smears. Endo H

sensitive glycoproteins are noted as XFD and d50 and run at a molecular

weight consistent with their predicted size (44 and 38 kD respectively). Core
glycosylated pro-o factor (gpoºf) was added to incubations as a control for endo

H activity. The resulting unglycosylated peptide (poºf) runs at 19 kD as

expected.

B. Oocytes injected with 1:1 RNA mixtures of wild type chicken FGF receptor
(FR3) and Xenopus mutant constructs (XFD or d50) were labelled for 24 hours

with 35S-methionine. Proteins were immunoprecipitated with FGF receptor
immune sera raised against fusion protein (F) (lanes 1,3,5) and peptide (P)
(lanes 2,4,6).
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Inhibition of the endogenous FGF receptor in early embryos

The results in the oocyte suggested that it might be possible to inhibit

the endogenous FGF receptor function in embryos by overexpression of the

dominant negative mutant XFD. Embryos expressing XFD (referred to as XFD

embryos) have been generated by two methods. In Method 1, (the oocyte

transfer method, Figure 3-5), oocytes were cultured in vitro and injected with

RNA for XFD or other receptor mutants, matured in vitro and transplanted

into an albino host ovulating female (Holwill et al., 1987). The injected eggs

can be readily identified after laying by their pigmentation. This technique has

the advantage that the injected RNA can be translated for several days, if

necessary, prior to fertilization. A disadvantage, however, is that only a small

number of embryos can be generated at a time. In Method 2 (the blastomere

injection method, Figure 3-5) RNA was injected into both blastomeres of two

cell stage embryos. This technique has the advantage that large numbers of

experimental embryos can be generated at a time (up to 200 embryos per

experiment), but has the disadvantage that the embryos have only a few

hours to translate the RNA before the beginning of mesoderm induction.

Both methods have given similar results and data from both are reported.

To determine whether XFD was effective at blocking the endogenous

FGF receptor in embryos we assayed the ability of prospective ectodermal

explants (animal caps) to respond to added FGF. These explants from normal

embryos undergo characteristic changes in morphology and express muscle

specific markers, such as cardiac actin, in response to FGF (Slack et al.,

1987)(Kimelman and Kirschner, 1987). Animal caps isolated from XFD

embryos prepared by either the oocyte transfer technique (Method 1) or the

blastomere injection technique (Method 2) demonstrated a much reduced
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morphological response to FGF, as compared to the controls. Of 60 animal

caps isolated, only 21 (35%) showed an FGF-induced change in morphology,

whereas 56 out of 65 (86%) control animal caps isolated from embryos

expressing d50 or prolactin showed the characteristic changes in explant

morphology.

A more easily quantified measure of the extent of mesoderm induction

in animal caps is the expression of muscle specific cardiac actin (Gurdon et al.,

1985; Kimelman and Kirschner, 1987). The level of muscle actin can be

determined in individual animal caps using an RNase protection assay.

Since the muscle actin antisense probe also protects a fragment of the

cytoplasmic actin mRNA, which is expected to remain at the same level in

induced and in uninduced tissue, this RNase protection analysis has an

internal control for the amount of RNA assayed. Animal caps were isolated

from embryos generated from the oocyte transfer technique and exposed to

bFGF. The animal caps were then allowed to incubate until unoperated

embryos had reached the late neurula stage. Total RNA was isolated from

individual animal caps and tested for muscle actin expression. The data,

shown in Figure 3-6A, indicate that muscle actin expression was greatly

inhibited in the XFD animal caps. In three out of five animal caps from XFD

embryos there was virtually no muscle actin expressed. The other two had

less than 20% of the average muscle actin level present in the prolactin and

non-injected animal cap controls (data obtained from densitometry and

normalized to the cytoplasmic actin level). Data from two experiments (one

from oocyte transfers and the other from blastomere injections) have been

compiled and are shown in Figure 3-6B as a histogram of the level of muscle

actin expressed relative to the average level of muscle actin in the control

animal caps. Eight out of 10 animal caps from XFD embryos had muscle actin
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mRNA levels less than 20% of the average control, and of these eight, half

(four out of ten total) had levels less than 5% of the control animal caps.

Animal caps isolated from XFD embryos and induced with activin A

underwent extensive changes in morphology and expressed high levels of

muscle actin mRNA (Figure 3-6A). Therefore, although the animal caps were

extremely deficient in their ability to respond morphologically or

biochemically to bFGF, they were fully competent to respond to activin A.

--

--
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Figure 3-5. Methods for generating Xenopus embryos translating mutant

constructs of FGF receptor.

Method 1: Manually dissected donor oocytes are microinjected with RNA and

in vitro matured with progesterone. Ovulating albino frogs serve as hosts to

surgically implanted injected oocytes, where they become processed in the

oviduct prior to laying. The eggs were expressed from host females and

fertilized in vitro as described in experimental procedures.

Method 2. Eggs are expressed from ovulating females and fertilized in vitro.

Following removal of the jelly coat and the first cell division, embryos are

injected with 2-4 ng per blastomere of in vitro transcribed RNA. Further

development proceeds at 17-19°C.
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Figure 3-6. Muscle specific actin expression in response to FGF in animal caps

from embryos expressing control and XFD RNA's.

A. RNase protection analysis of total RNA isolated from animal cap

blastomeres in explant culture after 16 hours in media containing

recombinant bFGF (30 ng/ml) or purified porcine activin A (2 ng/ml). An

antisense muscle actin probe was hybridized to RNA isolated from individual

animal cap explants. A shorter region of the actin probe shares sequence

identity with cytoplasmic actin transcripts and serves as an internal marker

for amount of RNA per lane. The individual animal caps treated with

activin A and untreated control were generated by the embryo injection

technique (method 2); all others in this figure were from the oocyte transfer

technique (method 1).

B. Laser densitometric analysis of the amount of muscle specific actin

expression in individual animal caps stimulated with bFGF. Measurements

of autoradiograms taken from oocyte transfer and embryo injection

experiments are shown. Data are expressed as the ratio of muscle actin to

cytoplasmic actin divided by the average ratio in control embryos per

experiment. This calculation allowed comparison of different experiments.

Control embryos represent a compilation of prolactin (n=4, oocyte transfer)

and d50 (n=4, embryo injection) RNA injections.
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Embryos deficient in FGF receptor function

Embryos injected with XFD mRNA and therefore deficient in FGF

receptor function developed normally through early cleavage stages but

produced grossly abnormal embryos when examined at late neurula stages

(Figure 3-8A, lower). Identical phenotypes were produced whether the

embryos were generated by oocyte transfers or by blastomere injections.

Embryos injected with d50 or prolactin generally developed properly through

the tadpole stage. The phenotype of the XFD-injected embryos at the late

neurula stages can be characterized as comprising normal head development

with extreme trunk deficiencies. Generally, somite tissues were absent,

beating hearts were found but were often abnormally small, and blood was

usually missing or was found at inappropriate locations on the dorsal side.

The origin of these deficiencies was already apparent at gastrulation, as

observed during time-lapse video microscopy. At the beginning of

gastrulation XFD embryos formed a blastopore lip on the dorsal side like

control embryos (Figure 3-7B), but XFD embryos failed to complete

gastrulation normally. The lateral and ventral regions of the blastopore

either did not invaginate or failed to complete invagination, resulting in a

neurula stage with an open blastopore (Figure 3-8A, lower). The open

blastopore ended up dorsally behind the head. As a result of this failure to

complete gastrulation, the dorsal axis could not form normally and the

tailbud stage embryos were bent dorsally rather then ventrally as in normal

embryos (Figure 3-8B, lower). Although anterior development in these

embryos appeared normal (with proper cement glands, eyes, and later a lens),

mid-trunk and posterior development was greatly diminished or absent. As a

result, embryos at the tadpole stage had heads but little or no tail (Figure 3-9A,
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right; 3-9B, lower). Histological cross-sections at the mid-trunk area showed

that XFD embryos had deficiencies in mesodermal tissue and organization.

As shown in Figure 3-10B, some mesodermal tissue formed beneath the

ectoderm, but somite organization was not seen and notochord was only

rarely seen.

Over 1,300 embryos have been injected with XFD and control RNA's in

order to quantify the frequency of defective development. Although the

extreme phenotypes were very uniform, less extreme and some normal

embryos were found in the experimental group. By late tailbud stage, the

embryos with mild deficiencies, unrecognizable at early stages, usually

showed some degree of posterior deficiency. The variability was greater in the

blastomere injected embryos than in the oocyte transfer embryos, perhaps
because the distribution of the RNA was less uniform or because the overall

level of translation was lower. Of the embryos produced by the oocyte transfer

technique, virtually all showed the extreme phenotype. However, oocyte

transfer embryos, whether control or experimental, had higher levels of other

defects, increasing the background of the experiment. When XFD injected

embryos were inspected at the early tailbud stage (stage 22), almost 60% had

the extreme developmental defects similar to the ones shown in Figure 3-8A,

lower, while only 29% appeared normal at this stage (see Table 1). In the

control groups 76% of the embryos injected with d50 RNA developed

normally and 82% of embryos injected with another mutant RNA, d48,

developed normally. The d48 mutant is virtually identical to d50 except that

it retains the first cysteine of the second immunoglobulin-like domain and

therefore, contains a deletion of 48 amino acids in the extracellular domain

rather than 50. In the oocyte assay it, like d50, failed to inhibit the wild-type

receptor (data not shown). Finally, the injection of RNA encoding the
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chicken wild-type receptor (FR3) resulted in 68% normal development. Less

than 10% of embryos injected with d50, d48 or FR3 RNA displayed axial

defects. Although some of these may have been hard to distinguish from the

XFD-induced defects at stage 22, the entire group of defects seemed more

diverse and less specific than the XFD defects.
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Figure 3-7

Morphologic comparison between wild type and XFD embryos at the gastrula

stage.

Embryos were injected at the two cell stage with XFD (B) RNA (2ng per

blastomere) and incubated at 20°C during development. Panels A

(noninjected) and B (XFD) show stage 10.5 embryos (taken from series of time

lapsed video filmed with camera lens from underside (vegetal pole) of

embryo). The formation of the dorsal blastopore lip is evident in wild-type

and XFD embryos (dark line of cells).
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Figure 3-8

Morphologic comparison between wild type and XFD embryos at the neurula

and tailbud stages.

Embryos were injected at the two cell stage with either d50 (A and B, upper

embryo) or XFD (A and B, lower embryos) RNA (2ng per blastomere) and

incubated at 20°C during development.

Panel A shows embryos at stage 22 (late-neurula), when scoring of the

embryos was performed. The d50 embryo (upper) demonstrates a complete

neural groove (anterior is toward the top of the page) The central depressed

cavity in the XFD embryos (lower) represents incomplete closure of the

blastopore. For description of arrow see Figure 3-4-10.

Panel B shows d50 (upper) and XFD (lower) embryos at the tailbud stage (St.
30).
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Figure 3-9

Morphologic comparison between d50 and XFD embryos at the tadpole stage.

Embryos were injected at the two cell stage with either d50 (A, left embryo; B,

upper embryo) or XFD (A, right embryo; B, lower embryo) RNA (2ng per

blastomere) and incubated at 20°C during development. Panels A and B,

show embryos at the swimming tadpole stage.
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Figure 3-10

Histologic comparison between prolactin and XFD embryo at the early tailbud

stage.

Panels A (prolactin injected control ) and B (XFD) are trichromic stained

transverse sections of stage 22 embryos generated by the oocyte transfer

method. The sections are from the mid-trunk region. Section A shows

normal neural tube and notochord in the midline, and somites with

somatocoel laterally. Lateral plate mesoderm is present extending

circumferentially (arrow, lower panel) and surrounds a large central mass of

endoderm. Panel B shows the organization of the XFD mutant phenotype.

The arrow in the upper panel marks a ridge of tissue sectioned at the level of

the arrow marked in Figure 3-8, panel A. This area shows a region of tissue

with disorganized mesoderm and neural structures. (Although not shown in

this section, one can observe a rounded structure possibly representing
notochord in a rare section.)
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TABLE
1:
Defectsproduced
in
embryosinjectedwithFGFreceptor

COnStruCtS

Phenotype
of
Embryos
atSt.22

RNAinjected#Experiments
#
Embryos—7%Normal
5%
Abnormal
7%
Exogastrulae
ºDead XFD1463.5295885 d507

2.98766126 d484
20582567 FR37193689185 Embryoswereinjectedwith2-4ngofRNAatthetwocellstageas

described
infigure
5andscoredfor defects

atstage22.Strictcriteriawereestablished
forscoringembryosas
abnormalandthegeneral appearance

isasshownin
photograph7D.Onlyembryoswithan
incompleteclosureoftheblastopore werescoredas

abnormal.Exogastrulaerepresentembryoswithevagination
of
mesodermratherthan invagination.Schematicrepresentation
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constructsXFD(dominantnegative),d50
(non-functional)

andFR3(wild-typechickenreceptor)constructsareshown
infigure2.d48isa

non-functionalconstruct thatis
virtuallyidentical
tod50exceptthatithasadeletion
of48aminoacidsratherthan50inthe sameextracellularregion.
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Rescue of the XFD-induced defects by overexpression of a wild-type receptor

The experiments described above showed that XFD inhibits the FGF

receptor function in oocytes and that XFD causes trunk and posterior defects

during early embryogenesis. If disruption of the FGF pathway in embryos is

the cause of the developmental deficiencies, one might expect that

overexpression of a wild-type FGF receptor could correct these defects. In

these experiments, we have used the chicken FGF receptor (FR3) to rescue the

XFD embryos, because in the oocyte assay it gave a ten-fold lower background

of Catt release, as compared to the Xenopus receptor (XFR) in the absence of

FGF (see Figure 3-1). Embryos injected with the RNA encoding the chicken

wild-type receptor alone developed normally (Table 1). We have showed in

Figure 3-3B that the chicken receptor transcript injected at a 1:1 ratio with XFD

RNA overcame the dominant negative effect of XFD in the oocyte assay.

Two cell stage embryos were injected either with XFD RNA in a 1:1
ratio with the nonfunctional d50 RNA or with FR3 RNA and allowed to

develop to the early tailbud stage (stage 22). As shown in Table 2, only 29% of

the XFD:d50 embryos had a normal phenotype and 55% gave the characteristic

XFD morphology shown in Figure 3-8A, lower. By contrast, 72% of embryos

co-injected with XFD and FR3 RNA developed normally and only 14%

showed defects in axial development. Thus, increasing the level of the wild

type FGF receptor in embryos can rescue the developmental defects produced

by the dominant negative construct of the FGF receptor.
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TABLE
2:
Embryosco-injectedwiththeRNAforthedominantnegativeand

full-lengthformsoftheFGFreceptor

Phenotype
of
Embryos
atSt.22

RNAinjected—#Experiments#Embryos-5%Normal
5%
Abnormal
5%
Exogastrulae
9%Dead

XFD:050
4
23.4295588

XFD:FR3
4
298721477 Embryoswereco-injectedwith2-4ngofRNAat1:1ratioas

indicated
inthefirstcolumnatthetwocell stage.Embryoswerelaterscoredfordefects

atstage22asintable1.XFD(dominantnegative
),d50

(non-fucntional)
andFR3(wildtypechickenreceptor)constructsaredepicted
infigure2.



Expression of muscle specific actin in embryos deficient in FGF receptor

function

To further study the extent of mesoderm formation and patterning in

the embryos deficient in FGF receptor function, we determined the level of

muscle actin mRNA in XFD embryos. We found less muscle actin mRNA in

stage 22 XFD embryos than in control embryos injected with either prolactin

or d50 RNA (Figure 3-11A). The levels of muscle actin mRNA normalized to

the levels of cytoplasmic actin mRNA are shown in Figure 3-11B. Ten of the

fourteen XFD embryos had muscle actin levels lower than any of the control

embryos. On average, control embryos had 2.6 times more muscle actin

mRNA than cytoplasmic actin mRNA (Figure 3-11C). By contrast, stage 22

embryos injected with XFD RNA had equal levels of muscle actin and

cytoplasmic actin mRNA levels. Therefore, XFD embryos had on average 38

percent as much muscle actin mRNA as control embryos.
In order to determine whether the decrease in muscle actin level could

be explained by the failure to gastrulate completely around the lateral and

ventral sides of the blastopore, we examined exogastrulated embryos injected

with the d50 control and compared their level of muscle actin mRNA to

those of normal embryos and XFD embryos. Exogastrulae form mesodermal

tissue even though there is little or no invagination of tissue under the

ectoderm (reviewed in Holtfreter and Hamburger, 1955). The average level of

muscle actin mRNA in five exogastrulated d50 embryos at stage 22 was

somewhat lower than that in normal embryos (78%) but still significantly

higher than that in XFD embryos, which undergo partial gastrulation (38%)

(see Figure 3-11C). Therefore the deficiency in muscle actin mRNA in XFD

embryos cannot be due simply to the consequences of incomplete gastrulation
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Figure 3-11. Levels of muscle specific actin expression in mutant and wild

type embryos.

A. RNase protection analysis of total RNA isolated from stage 22 embryos

expressing dominant negative FGF receptor. Each lane represents total RNA

from one embryo except where noted as pooled. The identical antisense actin

RNA probe as figure 5 was used. Individual embryo RNA was from oocyte

transfer generated embryos. Pooled embryos (d50 control = 10, XFD = 10) came

from embryo injection experiment and hybridizations were done using
1/20th of the total RNA.

B. Laser densitometric analysis of the ratio of muscle specific actin to

cytoplasmic actin expression in mutant versus control embryos at stage 22.

Shown is the histographic distribution of compiled data from oocyte transfer

and embryo injection experiments. Control embryos include prolactin (n=2)

and d50 (n=10) injected .

C. Comparison of muscle to cytoplasmic actin ratios between XFD (n=10), d50

(n=10) and d50 embryos which have exogastrulated (n=5). Embryos were

incubated until stage 22 and then taken for total RNA isolation. Histogram

values are the average ratios (+ SD) of individual embryos from laser

densitometry of RNase protection analysis.
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DISCUSSION

The demonstration that purified polypeptide growth factors can divert

early embryonic tissues from one state of differentiation to another has

generated much optimism that the processes of embryonic induction can be

explained in modern molecular terms. The isolation of mRNA's for these

growth factors from embryos at early stages, and in some cases their protein

products, has increased the likelihood that these growth factors play an

important role in induction. Formal proof that these molecules are involved

has been lacking. Even assuming that they are involved, determining their

specific role is very difficult without being able to inhibit their activity. In the

case of bFGF, which is already present at high levels in the oocyte and early

embryo, inhibiting activity means either specifically inhibiting its secretion,

interfering with binding to its receptor, or interfering with the function of the

receptor. At the present time, it would be difficult to inhibit the intracellular

pathways dependent on FGF because we lack an extensive knowledge of the

targets of the receptor.

In this report we chose to inhibit the FGF signalling system at the level

of the receptor. We expressed mutations of the Xenopus FGF receptor to

produce molecules that would in a dominant fashion inhibit the endogenous

receptor. We screened various receptor constructs by co-translating mutant

and wild-type receptors in oocytes and testing their response to bFGF. A

construct, denoted XFD, encoding the complete extracellular domain, the

transmembrane domain, and only seven amino acids of the intracellular

domain, completely blocks the function of the Xenopus receptor. This
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inhibition can be overcome by expressing higher levels of the wild-type FGF

receptor.

Since the XFD molecule seems to be synthesized and inserted normally

into the secretory pathway in oocytes, it most likely counters the activity of

the full length receptor at the plasma membrane or at some submembranous

vesicle. The XFD molecule does not have an appreciable cytoplasmic domain

and therefore it is unlikely that its overexpression titrates intracellular

molecules required for further signalling. The most likely mechanism for its

dominant activity is that it generates non-functional complexes with the

wild-type receptor mediated by ligand binding. Recent evidence suggests that

ligand dependent dimerization of the FGF receptor occurs (D. Gunn and L.T.

Williams, personal communication). Other possible mechanisms, which

seem unlikely, include sequestration of FGF by the tyrosine kinase deficient

mutant receptor or down regulation of wild-type receptor induced by

overexpression of XFD. In the former case binding to the mutant receptor

would have a very small effect on the essentially infinite pool of bFGF

molecules. In the latter case, down regulation would have been expected to

result in diminished levels of the wild-type receptor, which has not been

observed in long term labelling experiments in oocytes involving various

combinations of both mutant and wild-type extracellular domains.

Determining whether the effect of XFD is due to dimerization or

oligomerization of the receptor or is due to some other inhibitory complex

between XFD and the wild-type receptor will require further experiments.

To study whether the dominant negative receptor could block the

endogenous FGF receptor function in the embryo, we used a different

measure of FGF response. We assayed the morphological and biochemical

changes in explanted animal caps in response to exogenously added growth
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factor. This assay is closer to the functions that are associated with mesoderm

induction and which were the major subject of this study. When animal caps

isolated from XFD embryos were exposed to bFGF, they gave little or no

response, as measured by morphology or by the expression of muscle actin at

the equivalent of the postneurula stage. Therefore, overexpression of this

dominant negative form of the FGF receptor not only inhibits the activity of

the wild-type receptor in oocytes but also inhibits the endogenous FGF

receptor present in the early embryo. The expression of XFD in animal cap

blastomeres causes no obvious cellular pathology. In fact these cells showed a

normal response to activin A, demonstrating that the downstream responses

of cell movement and muscle actin gene expression were intact. The lack of

an effect of XFD in blocking the activin pathway suggests that signalling by

FGF, in either an autocrine or paracrine manner, is not an obligate part of

the activin signalling pathway.

Expression of XFD in intact embryos caused dramatic and rather

uniform phenotypic abnormalities, which are discussed below. While it was

tempting to conclude that these defects were a result of the inhibition of the

FGF signalling pathway, we could not exclude the possibility that

independent effects of overexpression of the extracellular domain of the

receptor contributed nonspecifically to defects in cell movement or even

muscle gene expression. Three experiments make these potential artifacts

unlikely. First, we expressed two mutants of XFD that had small deletions in

a conserved region of the extracellular domain between the first and second

immunoglobulin-like domain. These molecules might be expected to be

deficient in FGF binding, although this has not been directly tested. Both fail

to inhibit the wild-type receptor in the oocyte assay and neither molecule

disrupted normal embryonic development. In the second experiment,
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overexpression of full length chicken receptor results in a normal phenotype,

suggesting that increased expression of the extracellular domain had no

deleterious effects. In the third and most compelling experiment,

overexpression of the wild-type chicken receptor corrected the defects that

would have been caused by XFD. This experiment is consistent with the

results in the oocyte, which suggest that there is competition between

extracellular domains of intact and mutant receptors, a balance that can be

shifted by changing the relative levels of expression of the two.

Although we can conclude from these experiments that the pathway

involving the FGF signalling molecules plays a role in early development, we

cannot conclude that this signalling pathway is restricted either to basic FGF

or to this specific receptor. Recent data suggest that vertebrates contain at least

three general types of FGF receptors with similar overall topology but only

moderate sequence identity outside of the kinase domain (Dionne et al., 1990;

Keegan et al., 1991; Lee et al., 1989). These receptors all respond to both acidic

and basic FGF. We do not know whether all three of these receptors exist in

the Xenopus embryo, or if so, whether all three would be inhibited by XFD. It

is probable, however, that XFD would inhibit signalling by members of the

FGF superfamily in addition to bFGF.

Expression of XFD in embryos results in dramatic defects which are first

observable at the mid-gastrula stage. In time-lapse studies both experimental

and wild-type embryos initiated the first stages of gastrulation normally, but

the involution of the lateral and ventral mesoderm in the XFD embryos

came to a halt, leaving the blastopore open behind the head (Figure 3-8A,

lower). These defects correlated with an overall 62 percent inhibition of

muscle actin mRNA synthesis by the post-neurula stage, the absence of any

organized somites, and very little organized notochord. Milder defects in
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some XFD embryos were seen after apparently normal gastrulation but with

the eventual appearance of defects in the tail. It has been reported that FGF

induced mesoderm exhibits gastrulation movements coincident with the

involution of the lateral and ventral mesoderm in the embryo (Cooke and

Smith, 1989). In contrast, experiments using XTC-MIF (Xenopus activin A)

show that mesoderm induced by activin initiates gastrulation movements

when the dorsal marginal zone normally begins to gastrulate (Cooke and

Smith, 1989; Symes and Smith, 1987).

The formation of normal head structures, including eyes, brain and

cement gland, as well as the timely and normal invagination of the dorsal

blastopore lip in XFD embryos, suggest that FGF signalling is not required for

formation of the first involuting mesoderm . However, these data do not

exclude a role for FGF in the formation of the head. XFD may not function

specifically in the head and dorsal regions if its RNA were degraded, if the

XFD protein were rapidly turned over, or if there were higher expression of

the normal receptor in these regions. Recent studies have shown that the

mRNA for the endogenous receptor is uniformly distributed in the early

embryo and decreases during gastrulation in the region of the embryo that

will form the head (Musci et al., 1990). However, as yet we have not localized

the endogenous or mutant receptor proteins.

The nature of the posterior defects observed in the XFD embryos have

not yet been studied with immunocytochemical markers or with biochemical

probes other than muscle actin mRNA. The exact nature of these

deficiencies may be difficult to unravel because they will involve both

morphogenetic and histotypic deficiencies. In the case of muscle actin we

have asked whether the histotypic inhibition of muscle gene expression is

due completely to the inhibition of gastrulation movements. We have found
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that control embryos that spontaneously undergo exogastrulation express

essentially normal levels of muscle specific actin. In this case there is very

little involution of the mesoderm under the ectoderm and yet mesoderm

induction and subsequent muscle differentiation occur at nearly normal

levels. In the XFD embryos both gastrulation and the level of muscle specific

marker are abnormal in the vast majority of cases. Even in the small number

of cases where gastrulation proceeds normally in XFD embryos (which we

interpret to be embryos that received smaller doses of the XFD RNA), there

are still deficiencies in the posterior axis. This suggests that the roles of FGF

in both histotypic mesoderm formation and in gastrulation may indeed be

distinct and to some extent independent of each other, though both affect

primarily the lateral and posterior regions.
-

In the last several years results of other experiments suggested that FGF

is an important signalling molecule for the induction of posterior embryonic

structures. These experiments involve the use of homoebox genes as

markers for anterior and posterior development. Xhox3 expression, for

example, is found at higher levels posteriorly at the neurula stage (Ruiz i

Altaba and Melton, 1989a). Experiments on animal cap blastomeres in

explant culture show that FGF induces higher levels of Xhox3 expression

than activin (Ruiz i Altaba and Melton, 1989b). Similar experiments with

Xlhbox6, another posterior Xenopus homeobox gene, also show higher levels

of induction by FGF than by activin (Cho and De Robertis, 1990). In contrast,

an anterior marker, Xlhbox1, is induced by activin but not by FGF (Cho and

De Robertis, 1990). In addition activin alone is capable of inducing animal

caps to form surprisingly normal heads (Sokol et al., 1990; Thomsen et al.,

1990). These data further support the assignment of activin as an anterior

inducer and FGF as a posterior inducer.
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In this report we have provided evidence of a new kind that FGF has a

role in the early establishment of the posterior and lateral structures of the

frog embryo. Though it appears that FGF has a role in both mesoderm

differentiation and in mesoderm patterning through gastrulation, we cannot

say at this time which cells release members of the FGF family and which

cells have important responses. Experiments with embryos chimerically

expressing XFD should help us to determine which regions of the embryo are

involved in this signalling pathway. We also cannot say at this time whether

FGF is a primary morphogen or whether, through an autocrine and/or

paracrine function, it plays a necessary role in the induction process.

Nevertheless, though our understanding of FGF function in these

complicated processes is still crude, the role of the FGF family of growth

factors in embryonic induction now seems well established.
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CHAPTER 4

FGF signalling in the early specification of mesoderm in Xenopus
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SUMMARY

We have examined the role of FGF signalling in the development of muscle

and notochord and in the expression of early mesodermal markers in

Xenopus embryos. Disruption of the FGF signalling pathway by expression of

a dominant negative construct of the FGF receptor (XFD) generally results in

gastrulation defects that are later evident in the formation of the trunk and

tail, though head structures are formed nearly normally. These defects are

reflected in the loss of notochord and muscle. Even in embryos that show

mild defects and gastrulate properly muscle formation is impaired. The XFD

protein inhibits the expression of the immediate early gene brachyury

throughout the marginal zone, including the dorsal side; it does not,

however, inhibit the dorsal lip marker goosecoid, which is expressed in the

first involuting mesoderm at the dorsal side that will underlie the head. The

XFD protein also inhibits Xpo expression, an immediate early marker of

ventral and lateral mesoderm. These results suggest that FGF is involved in

the earliest events of most mesoderm induction and that the early dorsal

mesoderm is already composed of two cell populations that differ in their

requirements for FGF.
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INTRODUCTION

Following a series of rapid cell divisions, the amphibian embryo increases in

complexity by a number of cell-cell interactions or inductions. The first

known induction leads to the formation and patterning of the mesoderm in

the equatorial region of the embryo at the blastula and gastrula stages

(reviewed in Nieuwkoop, 1973). Although the behavior of signalling and

responding cells was well-established over 60 years ago (reviewed in

Hamburger, 1988), the molecular nature of the signals responsible for this

induction has only recently been discovered. Several members of the

fibroblast growth factor (FGF) family and the transforming growth factor-b

(TGF-3) family are now implicated in this process (reviewed in Kimelman et

al., 1992). Members of both families induce mesoderm in epithelial cells of

animal cap blastomeres of Xenopus embryos (Kimelman and Kirschner, 1987;

Rosa et al., 1988; Smith et al., 1990; Thomsen et al., 1990). The mRNA's that

encode members of the FGF family (bFGF and XeFGF) and the TGF-3 family

(Vg1, Activin B, and BMP-4) are present at the time of mesoderm induction,

further implicating these growth factors in the specification and patterning of

the mesoderm (Kimelman and Kirschner, 1987; Isaacs et al., 1992; Weeks and

Melton, 1987; Thomsen et al., 1990; Koster et al., 1991; Dale et al., 1992). In

addition, other growth factor-like proteins, namely members of the Wnt

family and Noggin, are also present in the early embryo and can influence the

type of the mesoderm that is induced (Sokol et al., 1991; Smith and Harland,

1991; Smith and Harland, 1992; reviewed in Moon and Christian, 1992).

Though a role for peptide growth factors in the induction of mesoderm in the
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amphibian embryo is now well-established, the specific process of tissue

specification of the mesoderm remains unclear.

While studies of explanted animal hemisphere cells have been useful

in demonstrating the capacity of early embryonic tissues to be respecified, they

cannot be used to define the endogenous role of putative signals. For

example, there is considerable overlap in the responses of animal caps to FGF

and activins, so that it is difficult to determine their roles in vivo. Moreover,

it is at present difficult to obtain information concerning the spatial and

temporal localization of the growth factors and their posttranslational

activation. For this reason we have focused on inhibiting the endogenous

FGF signalling pathway in the intact embryo and on assaying the

consequences of these inhibitions.
-

Recently, we succeeded in inhibiting the endogenous FGF receptor

signalling pathway in developing embryos by expressing a dominant negative

construct of the FGF receptor (XFD), comprising the extracellular and

transmembrane domains (Amaya et al., 1991). This defective receptor, which

lacks the catalytic cytoplasmic domain, presumably forms non-functional

heterodimers with endogenous FGF receptors, thereby blocking their ability to

phosphorylate and activate the vicinal catalytic domains of the native

receptors and to phosphorylate other targets. Embryos expressing this XFD

construct show specific defects in gastrulation as well as major deficiencies in

trunk and posterior development. By stage 35, these embryos have grossly

abnormal trunks but surprisingly normal heads. The defects are reflected in

the apparently normal involution of the most dorsal mesoderm but the

failure of lateral and ventral mesoderm to involute properly. The effect on

lateral and ventral mesoderm suggests a very specific role for FGF, although

in the absence of biochemical and immunocytochemical data, it was not
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possible to determine whether in these experiments all regions of the embryo

were equally accessible to the dominant negative FGF receptor construct.

In this report, we have studied the effect of inhibiting FGF signalling

on the expression patterns of genes expressed early as well as late in

gastrulation. Using immunocytochemistry and in situ hybridization, we

have determined the effect of the dominant negative FGF receptor construct

on differentiation of muscle and notochord in older embryos and on the

expression of several early mesodermal transcription factors at the gastrula

stage. We have found that expression of this construct inhibited expression

of early mesodermal transcription factors and that this inhibition occurred

before any morphogenetic abnormality was evident in the embryos.

Furthermore, expression patterns of some dorsal mesoderm markers were

dependent on FGF while others were not. These differences on the dorsal

side identified two distinct cell populations of the early involuting mesoderm

involved in head and notochord specification. Inhibition of mesoderm

formation continued into the tailbud stages, during which cells expressing the

dominant negative construct failed to differentiate into muscle or notochord.

These results show a broad pattern of FGF dependence in the earliest

signalling events.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmids and in vitro transcriptions

The dominant negative construct XFD/Xss and the non-functional construct

d50/Xss of the FGF receptor have been described previously (Amaya et al.,

1991). The non-functional construct HAV2 has a three amino acid deletion

in the extracellular domain (Histidine 162, Alanine 163 and Valine 164) (Byers

et al., 1992). The HindIII site at nucleotide site 482 of the wild-type FGF

receptor corresponds to the codon for Histidine 162. An oligonucleotide of

the sequence 5'AAGAAGCTTCCAGCAGCAAAAACTG3' was used to create

an in frame HindIII site at nucleotide 491 by polymerase chain reaction

mutagenesis (Vallette et al., 1989). The 523 bp HindIII-AccI fragment within

XFD/Xss was replaced by the 514 bp HindIII-AccIPCR fragment thus deleting

the three intervening amino acids. XFD/Xss, d50/Xss and HAV2 were

linearized with EcoRI and transcribed with SP6 RNA polymerase as

previously described (Melton et al., 1984). The 3-galactosidase construct

(pSP64nucºgal) has been described previously (Smith and Harland, 1991; Vize

et al., 1991). The plasmid was linearized with XhoI and transcribed with SP6

RNA polymerase.

Embryo injections

Xenopus laevis albino or pigmented females were injected into the dorsal

lymph sac with 500 to 1000 IU of human chorionic gonadotropin (Sigma) to

induce ovulation. Eggs were stripped from the ovulating females and

fertilized as previously described (Newport and Kirschner, 1982). After 45

minutes the embryos were dejellied in 2% cysteine pH 7.8 (Sigma), transferred
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into 1/10X MMR (Newport and Kirschner, 1982) and maintained at 16°C. To

maximize the available time for injections, fertilizations were performed 30

to 45 minutes apart until the embryos from the first fertilization divided. At

the two cell stage, the embryos were transferred into a solution containing 1X

MMR, 6% Ficoll (Sigma), penicillin and streptomycin. One or both

blastomeres of embryos at the two-cell stage were injected with 15–25 nl of 0.1-

0.15 mg/ml RNA. The needle was always inserted into the marginal zone of

the embryos (the border between the pigmented half and the non-pigmented

half), or in some cases the region just below this zone. For injections into the

dorsal marginal zone, pigmented embryos that showed a clear dorsal-ventral

axis at the four-cell stage (i.e., embryos with two blastomeres that were more

pigmented than the other two blastomeres) were selected. The two dorsal

(less pigmented) blastomeres were injected with 10-15 nl of 0.1-0.15 mg/ml

RNA. One to two hours after injections, embryos were transferred to 1/10X

MMR, 6% Ficoll, penicillin and streptomycin, and then incubated at 18°C

until needed. The embryos were staged according to Nieuwkoop and Faber
(1967).

Antibody preparation

The Xenopus FGF receptor antibody (R+1) was generated using a glutathione

transferase-partial FGF receptor fusion protein as previously described

(Amaya et al., 1991). The R+1 antiserum was produced in a different rabbit

than the FGF receptor antiserum which was used in the earlier report. We

have found the R+1 antibody to be of superior quality for immunoblotting

and immunocytochemistry. The R+1 antibody was affinity purified on either

western strips (Smith and Fisher, 1984) or columns containing bound

Xenopus FGF receptor (Harlow and Lane, 1988).
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Immunoblotting

Ten embryos from each stage were transferred into an Eppendorf tube (1.5 ml)

containing 0.5 ml of ice cold lysis buffer (20 mM Tris pH 8, 100 mM NaCl, 1

mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 10% glycerol, 0.1 mM PMSF, and 10 mg/ml

chymostatin, leupeptin, and Aprotinin). The embryos were incubated on ice

for 15 minutes and lysed by disrupting them through a yellow pipette tip.

The lysed embryos were centrifuged at 16,000 rpm for 15 minutes at 4°C, the

clear supernatants were transferred, and 50 ml of wheat germ agglutinin

beads (Pharmacia) was added to each tube. After an overnight incubation at

4°C, the beads were washed three to four times with fresh lysis buffer, eluted

into sample buffer with 0.1 M DTT and boiled for 5 minutes. The eluted

proteins were separated on a 5-15% polyacrylamide gradient gel (Laemmli,

1970) and transferred to Immobilon (Millipore). After blocking with 5%

nonfat milk (in 1X PBS and 0.1% Tween 20), the membrane was incubated

with affinity purified R$1 antiserum (1:2000) followed by anti-rabbit

secondary IgG conjugated with horseradish peroxidase. The blot was exposed

for 30 seconds to 5 minutes to visualize the proteins using enhanced

chemiluminescence (Amersham).

Collagen type II gene isolation

The collagen type II gene was cloned by screening a Xenopus laevis stage 17

cDNA library (lgt10) (Kintner and Melton, 1987) with the collagen type I gene

from the chick (plasmid. pcg45) (Lehrach et al., 1978). Several clones which

were isolated contained inserts greater than 5 Kb. Sequence analysis of the 3'

end of one of these clones showed highest sequence similarity with collagen

type II genes from other species. The same Xenopus collagen type II gene has
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been more thoroughly characterized (Su et al., 1991; Bieker and Yazdani

Buicky, 1992).

In situ hybridizations

The protocols for probe preparation and for the whole-mount in situ

hybridization procedure have been described previously (Harland, 1991). The

proteinase K step in the procedure could be deleted for the brachyury, collagen

type II and cardiac actin in situ hybridizations with little effect on the strength

of the hybridization signal. The cardiac actin probe was generated by

transcribing Pvu■ I digested AC100 with Spó (Hemmati-Brivanlou et al., 1990);

the collagen type II probe was generated by transcribing a 450 bp fragment in

the 3' end of the gene (plasmid: pXK500); full length brachyury, Xpo and

goosecoid probes were transcribed with TV RNA polymerase (plasmids: pXT1,

XpoHK and gs, respectively).

Pigmented embryos at the gastrula stages were not cleared with the

benzyl alcohol: benzyl benzoate (1:2) mixture after the in situ procedure. The

pigment in these embryos did not interfere with the in situ label, since the

markers that were studied did not label the animal pole. When the embryos

were cleared, transmitted light was used; when the embryos were not cleared,

reflected light from fiber optic light sources was used. Embryos were

photographed with Kodak Ektachrome 160T film using a Zeiss Axiophot

microscope.

Immunocytochemistry

Whole-mount immunocytochemistry was performed essentially as

previously described (Hemmati-Brivanlou and Harland, 1989). The 12/101

hybridoma cell line (Kintner and Brockes, 1984) was obtained from the
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Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank maintained by the Department of

Pharmacology and Molecular Sciences, Johns Hopkins University School of

Medicine, Baltimore MA. The affinity purified R+1 antibody was used at

1:500 dilution and the 12/101 monoclonal supernatant was used at 1:5

dilution. Whenever immunocytochemistry and in situ hybridizations were

done on the same embryos, the in situ procedure was performed first and the

proteinase K step in the in situ protocol was eliminated.

B-galactosidase assay

The vitelline membrane was manually removed from the embryos using

watchmakers forceps and the embryos were fixed at room temperature for 15

minutes in 1% gluteraldehyde in 50 mM Na cacodylate buffer at pH 7.3. The

fixed embryos were washed for 5 minutes in 0.5 mls of Fe/NaP solution (7.2

mM Na2HPO4, 2.8 mM NaH2PO4, 150 mM. NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 3 mM

K3(Fe(CN)6), 3 mM K4(CN)6), pH 7.2). Staining was performed in 0.5 ml of

fresh Fe/NaP solution containing 0.1% Triton X-100 and 0.027% X-gal (5-

bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-B-D-galactopyranoside) at 37°C for one to two

hours. When the intensity of staining was adequate the embryos were refixed

for one hour in MEMFA buffer (0.1 M MOPS, 2 mM EGTA, 1 mM MgSO4,

and 3.7% formaldyhyde, pH 74) and stored overnight in 100% methanol. The

B-galactosidase stained embryos were then used for either in situ

hybridizations or immunocytochemistry.
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RESULTS

Expression of FGF receptor constructs in embryos

In earlier experiments we inhibited the FGF signalling pathway in embryos by

expressing a truncated form of the FGF receptor (XFD) that interfered with the

activity of endogenous FGF receptors (Amaya et al., 1991) In these first

experiments the effect of XFD expression was assayed biochemically and

morphologically but the exact distribution and persistence of the XFD protein
was not determined.

We have now examined the level of XFD expression at different stages

of embryo development. Embryos expressing the dominant negative

construct (XFD embryos) were generated by injecting embryos at the two to

four cell stage with XFD RNA. As a control, RNA encoding a non-functional
form of XFD that contains a three amino acid deletion in the extracellular

domain (HAV2) was injected (Byers et al., 1992). At various developmental

stages the glycosylated proteins (bound to wheat germ agglutinin beads) were

analyzed by western blot using anti-FGF receptor antibody. XFD and HAVo

RNA's were efficiently translated and glycosylated throughout early

development to stage 26 (mid tail bud). At the 16 cell stage (st. 4), the proteins

were already abundant but not fully glycosylated (Figure 4-1A). At the

gastrula stage (st. 11), the proteins were fully glycosylated and had reached

their highest level. By the mid tailbud stage (st. 26) the XFD protein was still

abundant, whereas the HAVo construct had declined. The endogenous FGF

receptor could be detected when this blot was overexposed (data not shown),

indicating that the translated levels of the truncated receptors were at least 10

20 fold higher than the endogenous FGF receptor.
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We also studied the distribution of the translated constructs by whole

mount immunocytochemistry using the same Xenopus FGF receptor

antibody. The protein could be detected easily from the 16-cell stage to the late

tailbud stage (data not shown). The staining at each stage appeared to be at the

cell surface (Figure 4-1B, 4-1C). Even when we injected all of the blastomeres

at the two- or four-cell stage with XFD RNA, we were unable to generate

embryos that expressed the constructs uniformly throughout the embryo. We
believe that this result is due to the slow diffusion of the RNA from the

injection site and the rapid partitioning of the cytoplasm during cleavage. As

a consequence XFD embryos were somewhat mosaic in their expression and

presumably in their inhibition of FGF receptor function. This non

uniformity in distribution is most likely responsible for some of the

variability in the observed defects (Amaya et al., 1991). To analyze such

experiments we had to develop other methods of analysis that allowed us to

ascertain the pattern of expression of the injected RNA.
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Figure 4-1. Translation of the FGF receptor constructs during early

development. (A) One blastomere of two-cell stage embryos were injected

with HAVo (H) or XFD (X) RNA. At stages 4, 8, 10.5, 14, 21 and 26, the

glycosylated proteins from the injected and uninjected (U) embryos were

separated on an acrylamide gel, transferred to a nylon membrane and

incubated with an affinity purified FGF receptor antibody. Molecular weight
standards are indicated on the left.

(B and C) Two-cell stage embryo were injected with HAV2 RNA (B) and XFD

RNA (C). At the mid-gastrula stage (st. 11) the embryos were fixed and the

expressed truncated FGF receptors were localized by immunohistochemistry

using an FGF receptor antibody. Scale bars are 60 mm.
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Effects of inhibiting FGF receptor function on muscle and notochord
differentiation

At neurula and tailbud stages the most abundant recognizable mesodermal
derivatives are muscle and notochord. We have examined the effects of

expressing the dominant negative construct of the FGF receptor on the

differentiation of these tissues. Although we had previously shown that

muscle actin expression was diminished in XFD embryos, these earlier studies

did not take into account the mosaic pattern of expression of the injected

RNA's. To fairly assess the inhibition of actin it was necessary to examine

expression in the local regions that expressed the XFD constructs, using

whole-mount immunocytochemistry and in situ techniques rather than bulk

protein and RNA analysis.

We stained XFD and control embryos with either a muscle specific

monoclonal antibody (12/101) (Kintner and Brockes, 1984) or an in situ

digoxygenin probe for the muscle actin transcript (Hemmati-Brivanlou et al.,

1990). Nearly all of the embryos injected with the XFD construct showed

deficiencies in muscle differentiation when assayed with these probes. In

contrast only a few embryos injected with control RNA's had improper

somite differentiation. XFD embryos commonly exhibit an open blastopore as

a consequence of an impaired gastrulation process (Amaya et al., 1991). Over

50% of the embryos injected with XFD RNA had gastrulation defects, yet even

embryos that did not have defects in gastrulation showed major deficiencies

in muscle differentiation (see Figures 4-2A, 4-2C). The most common muscle

defect was the deficiency in or total absence of a row of somites on one side.

In the few control embryos that failed to gastrulate normally, somites always

developed on both sides of the open blastopore. XFD embryos that failed to
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gastrulate normally had one row of somites missing on one side of the open

blastopore.

After analyzing over a hundred XFD embryos, it became evident that

different regions of the somites were missing in different embryos. This was

most likely due to the injection the XFD RNA randomly with respect to the

embryonic axes and its poor diffusion in the embryo. To evaluate the

phenotypes of the XFD embryos, we needed to determine which regions had

inherited the XFD RNA. To determine the location of the XFD RNA, we co

injected the XFD and control constructs with a reporter construct that encoded

fl-galactosidase and which possessed a nuclear localization signal for more

sensitive localization (Smith and Harland, 1991; Vize et al., 1991). The

location of the XFD could then be inferred by staining for 3-galactosidase

activity. Since the 3-galactosidase is localized to the nucleus we could easily

co-stain the same cells with other specific, non-nuclear probes.

To determine whether the location of 3-galactosidase activity reflected

the distribution of the XFD protein, we stained gastrula stage embryos that

had been injected with XFD and 3-galactosidase RNA with the 3–

galactosidase substrate and with the FGF receptor antibody. There was a close

but not perfect correlation between the 3-galactosidase nuclear staining and

the XFD plasma membrane staining. All XFD positive cells were stained for

■ —galactosidase, but about 10% of the cells around the margin expressing 3–

galactosidase did not stain with the antibody for XFD. This discrepancy may

simply reflect the different sensitivity for detection of 3-galactosidase and the

XFD product, since the 3-galactosidase activity is concentrated in the nucleus

whereas the XFD protein is dispersed throughout the plasma membrane.

Also the sequential staining procedures may have also caused a loss of

sensitivity of detecting the XFD protein with the FGF receptor antibody.
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Therefore, while co-injection seemed to be a reliable assay for localizing XFD

expression, it may not be precise enough for some experiments requiring a

cell by cell evaluation.

About fifty XFD and control HAV2 embryos were co-injected with 3–

galactosidase RNA and analyzed for 3-galactosidase and either muscle actin

staining or 12/101 staining. While somites stained for 3-galactosidase were

found in the control embryos, no stained somites were detected in XFD

embryos. Figures 4-2B and 4-2C show a HAVo embryo and a XFD embryo at

stage 20, respectively, where half of each embryo stained for 3-galactosidase.

Note that the half of the HAVo embryo that stained with 3-galactosidase was

also labelled by the muscle actin probe, whereas the half of the XFD embryo

that stained for 3-galactosidase contained virtually no muscle actin labelling.

Furthermore in this particular case both embryos gastrulated completely, yet

the XFD embryo had a severe deficiency in somite formation in the half

expressing 3-galactosidase. The inhibition in those embryos that gastrulated

normally indicates that the loss of muscle differentiation may be more

sensitive to the inhibition of FGF signalling than the gastrulation defects that

are commonly seen in XFD embryos.
Since the notochord is the most dorsal derivative of the mesoderm and

is generally not induced by FGF in animal cap assays, we were interested in

determining whether FGF signalling is required for normal notochord

differentiation. For this purpose we have generated a useful probe for the

notochord. The notochord in the chick embryo and sturgeon produce

collagens specific to adult cartilage (Linsenmayer et al., 1973; Miller and

Mathews, 1974). We therefore attempted to use collagen type II, which is

specific for cartilage, as a marker for notochord formation. The Xenopus

collagen type II gene was isolated by probing a stage 17 Xenopus cDNA library
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with a chicken collagen probe. In situ staining for collagen type II mRNA

labelled the notochord quite efficiently and specifically during the tailbud

stages (Figure 4-2D). Recently Su et al. (1991) and Bieker and Yazdani-Buicky

(1992) have also demonstrated the utility of collagen type II as a notochord

marker. Since collagen type II mRNA is a cell autonomous marker for the

notochord, it is a more accurate probe for notochord expression than the

antibody staining of components of the extracellular matrix of the notochord,

which might be concentrated in the notochord but produced by cells outside

the notochord.

To assay the effects of blocking FGF signalling on notochord

differentiation we injected XFD RNA into the most dorsal quadrant of

blastomeres from four-cell stage embryos, which gives rise to the notochord.

When the embryos were co-injected with 3-galactosidase RNA, most

embryos were labelled within 30 degrees of the middle dorsal lip at the early

gastrula stage, which corresponds to the cells that will differentiate into the

notochord. (Unfortunately we were unable to unambiguously detect 3–

galactosidase staining in the differentiated notochord of any embryo,

including control embryos, which may be related to vacuolation of notochord

cells.) Most of the XFD embryos injected in this region had serious
deficiencies in notochord formation. The most common defect in XFD

embryos was that the notochord was absent in the one side of the open

blastopore that stained for 3-galactosidase. In a minority of cases the

notochord of XFD embryos failed to differentiate appreciably at either side of

the blastopore (Figure 4-2E). These results are significant because in the few

cases where HAV2 control embryos failed to gastrulate normally, their

notochord was generally split resulting into two notochord structures

running down both sides of the open blastopore. In the vast majority of cases,
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HAV2 embryos gastrulated normally and formed normal notochord. The

percentage of XFD embryos with gastrulation defects was higher when the

RNA was injected into the dorsal quadrant of the embryos than when the

RNA was injected more randomly along the marginal zone.
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Figure 4-2. Effects of overexpressing the control (d50, HAV2) and dominant

negative FGF receptor (XFD) constructs on muscle and notochord formation.

(A) Embryos were injected at the two-cell stage with either d50 (left) or XFD

RNA (right). At the tailbud stage (st. 28), the embryos were fixed and

subjected to immunocytochemistry with the muscle specific monoclonal

antibody, 12/101 (brown stain).

(B and C) One blastomere at the two-cell stage was co-injected with HAV2

and 3-galactosidase RNA (B) or with XFD and 3-galactosidase RNA (C). At

the early tailbud stage (st. 22) the embryos were fixed, stained for 3–

galactosidase activity (blue stain) and then subjected to whole-mount in situ

hybridization with a muscle actin probe (black stain).

(D and E) The two dorsal blastomeres for four-cell stage embryos were

injected with HAVo (D) or XFD RNA (E). At the late tailbud stage (st. 30) the

embryos were fixed and subjected to whole-mount in situ hybridization with

a collagen type II probe which labels the notochord (blue stain). Scale bars are
250 mm.
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Effects of inhibiting FGF receptor function on expression of mesoderm

markers at gastrula stages

Many of the tissue specific markers for mesoderm appear well after

gastrulation and for this reason cannot distinguish a role of FGF in early cell

specification, morphogenesis, or terminal differentiation. Specifically, since

the level of the dominant negative FGF receptor construct remained high

through gastrulation and neurulation into the tailbud stages, its ability to

inhibit muscle and notochord formation may have been due to a

requirement of the FGF signalling pathway for terminal differentiation of

these tissues, rather than for early specification at the blastula and gastrula

stages. To assay putative early events in gastrulation, we have examined the

effects of XFD and of control constructs on the expression of mesodermal

markers at the early gastrula stage before there are obvious morphological

differences between XFD and control embryos.

The Xenopus brachyury (Xbra) gene is expressed throughout the

marginal zone and serves as a general mesodermal marker (Figure 4

3A)(Smith et al., 1991). It is induced by either activin A or bFGF in animal

caps in a cycloheximide independent manner, suggesting that it is a general

early response gene for mesodermal induction (Smith et al., 1991). To test the

effects of XFD, approximately 100 embryos were injected with XFD or HAVo

RNA and examined for the expression of Xbra at the mid-gastrula stage (st.

11). Most of the embryos were injected into one blastomere at the two-cell

stage. Control embryos (Figure 4-3A, left) displayed a complete circle of Xbra

expression throughout the marginal zone. XFD embryos lacked Xbra

expression in 1/4 to 1/2 of the marginal zone (Figure 4-3A, right). Embryos

co-injected with the 3-galactosidase and XFD RNA showed complementary
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distributions of reporter and marker staining; the region of the marginal

zone that stained for 3-galactosidase in the XFD embryos lacked Xbra

expression (Figure 4-3E, and data not shown). Some of the Xbra in situ

hybridizations were further stained with the anti-FGF receptor antibody. In

the XFD embryos the region lacking Xbra expression stained with antibody to

the FGF receptor (Figure 4-3C). In contrast the control HAVo embryos shared

extensive co-staining with the Xbra probe and the FGF receptor antibody

(Figure 4-3B).

The development of the dorsal mesoderm was of particular interest,

since it alone seemed refractile to XFD inhibition. At the gastrula stage the

Xbra gene is expressed in the dorsal mesoderm, as well as lateral and ventral

mesoderm. We injected XFD RNA into the dorsal two blastomeres at the

four-cell stage, which led to its localized expression in the dorsal marginal

zone. Co-injection of the 3-galactosidase construct confirmed that XFD

RNA's were found in the dorsal marginal zone when injected in the dorsal

blastomeres. In XFD embryos Xbra expression was inhibited in the dorsal

marginal zone (Figure 4-3E), while HAVo embryos exhibited dorsal

expression of Xbra (Figure 4-3D). Therefore it seems that the FGF signalling

pathway is required for the induction of Xbra expression anywhere in the

marginal zone.

Xbra is only one of several early genes that are expressed in the early

mesoderm. We extended our study to include two genes with polarized

distributions, Xpo and goosecoid. At the early neurula stages Xpo is expressed

in the posterior mesoderm. Furthermore Xpo gene expression is induced in

animal caps by either activin A or bFGF (Sato and Sargent, 1991). We found

that the Xpo gene is expressed strongly at the gastrula stage in the lateral and

ventral marginal zones (data not shown). XFD embryos were partially
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inhibited in Xpo expression (Figure 4-4B), whereas HAV2 control embryos

had the full pattern of Xpo expression throughout the lateral and ventral

marginal zones (Figure 4-4A). Since in situ hybridizations performed for Xpo

stain the nuclei strongly at the mid-gastrula stage, we were unable to co-stain

these embryos for 3-galactosidase.

The goosecoid gene is expressed at the early gastrula stage in the dorsal

lip in a region that ultimately generates prechordal mesoderm and perhaps

some chordamesoderm (Cho et al., 1991). It is therefore expressed in a

complementary pattern to Xpo. Goosecoid is induced by activin in animal

caps but not by bFGF (Cho et al., 1991) whereas Xpo is more strongly induced

by FGF than by activin A (Sato and Sargent, 1991). We injected embryos into

the dorsal blastomeres at the four cell stage as described above to insure

expression in the dorsal marginal zone. At the early gastrula stage (st. 10),

XFD embryos showed normal patterns of goosecoid expression (Figure 4-4D),

indistinguishable from uninjected (Figure 4-4C) or HAVo embryos (data not

shown). Sibling embryos injected with 3-galactosidase RNA stained in the

region of the dorsal lip, where goosecoid is expressed (data not shown). Again

we were unable to co-stain embryos for goosecoid and 3-galactosidase

expression due to the high level of goosecoid staining in the nucleus at this

stage.
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Figure 4-3. Effects of overexpressing the control (HAVø) and dominant

negative FGF receptor (XFD) constructs on brachyury expression. (A) One

blastomere at the two-cell stage was injected with either HAVo (left) or XFD

(right) RNA. At the mid-gastrula stage (st. 11), the embryos were fixed and

subjected to whole-mount in situ hybridization with a Xenopus brachyury

(Xbra) probe (brown stain). After staining for Xbra some embryos were then

stained with the FGF receptor antibody. The embryo in (B) was injected with

HAV2 RNA and the embryo in (C) was injected with XFD RNA. In these

panels the stain for brachyury is blue while the FGF receptor protein stain is
red-brown.

(D and E). The two dorsal blastomeres of four-cell stage embryos were co

injected with HAV2 and 3-galactosidase RNA (D) or XFD and 3-galactosidase

RNA (E). At the mid-gastrula stage (st. 11) the embryos were fixed and stained

for 3-galactosidase activity (blue stain) and then subjected to in situ

hybridization with the brachyury (Xbra) probe (brown stain). The embryos in

(D) and (E) are oriented with the dorsal side toward the top of the page. To

emphasize the dorsal side, the embryos were not cleared and tilted ventrally,

resulting in the bleached appearance of the ventral side from reflected light.
Scale bars are 250 mm.
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Figure 4-4. Effects of overexpressing the control (HAV2) and dominant

negative FGF receptor (XFD) constructs on Xpo and goosecoid expression.

One blastomere of the two-cell stage embryo was injected with either HAVo

(A) or XFD (B) RNA. At the mid-gastrula stage (st. 11), the embryos were fixed

and subjected to whole-mount in situ hybridization with an Xpo probe (black

stain). In (A) the dorsal side is oriented toward the top of the page.

(C and D) Embryos were not injected (C) or the two dorsal blastomeres of four

cell stage embryos were injected with XFD RNA (D). At the early gastrula

stage (st. 10) the embryos were fixed and then subjected to in situ

hybridization with the goosecoid probe (dark purple stain). The embryos are

oriented with the dorsal side toward the top of the page. Scale bars are 250

In I■ l.
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DISCUSSION

We showed previously that the expression of a truncated version of the FGF

receptor can act as a dominant negative mutant: 1) by blocking FGF signalling

in Xenopus oocytes expressing the full length receptor, 2) by blocking

mesoderm induction in response to FGF in explanted animal caps, and 3) by

grossly inhibiting trunk formation in intact embryos (Amaya et al., 1991).

These defects could be corrected by overexpression of the wild type receptor,

strongly implicating FGF role in mesoderm formation. These experiments,

however, did not define the role of FGF. First, the animal cap assay only

measured tissue differentiation and not tissue morphogenesis, and these

under artificial conditions. Second, in the intact embryo characteristic defects

appeared only after extensive morphogenesis and were difficult to interpret.

Third, paradoxically, though there were gross defects in trunk and tail

formation, there were only mild defects in head formation, both of which

involve the same types of tissues, such as the neurons, cartilage and muscle.

The limitations of the previous experiments suggested two directions for

future work: more studies in complete embryos where the natural context for

FGF function is preserved, and studies of earlier markers, where effects might

be distinguishable from later morphogenesis.

An important technical limitation to these intact embryo experiments

was the poor diffusion of the injected RNA. This introduced a mosaic

expression of the dominant negative FGF receptor construct (XFD) and

variability in the defects. A satisfactory determination of the role of FGF

signalling during mesoderm formation required that we know which cells in

the embryo expressed the injected RNA's. To identify those cells we co
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injected RNA that encodes 3-galactosidase together with the experimental

RNA's. When embryos were co-stained with an antibody to the FGF receptor,

we could show that the 3-galactosidase RNA was localized in the same

region as the expressed receptor.

Using this procedure, we have found that cells that expressed the XFD

construct failed to differentiate into muscle or notochord, while no effects

were seen with controls. The failure to express markers of dorsal mesoderm

differentiation was consistent with the gross loss of tail and trunk in the most

extreme phenotypes. Since bFGF has been shown to induce muscle in animal

caps (Slack et al., 1987; Kimelman and Kirschner, 1987), the FGF requirement

for muscle formation was not surprising. But the requirement for an intact

FGF signalling pathway for the differentiation of the notochord was

unexpected, since bFGF on its own is not capable of inducing notochord in

animal cap explants (Slack et al., 1987, Green et al., 1990; Christian et al., 1992;

Green et al., 1992). However, the animal cap assays are limited because they

test only for the sufficiency of FGF for signalling in tissues that will not

normally form mesoderm. Recently Christian et al. (1992) has shown that

FGF can induce notochord in animal caps if Xwnt-8 is co-expressed, and

Kimelman and Maas (1992) have shown injection of RNA for bFGF can cause

notochord formation in isolated animal caps. These results leave open the

question of whether FGF is sufficient for notochord formation in the

marginal zone where the mesoderm normally forms.

It is as yet unproven whether FGF or activin provide initial inductive

signals or whether they or other molecules sustain an induction that has been

initiated in some other way. In support of the view that FGF and activin are

the primary mesoderm inducers, both are found in the early embryo and both

induce mesoderm in animal caps (Kimelman et al., 1988; Thomsen et al.,
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1990). However, the persistence of the XFD protein to tailbud stages raised the

possibility that FGF plays its role late in the tissue differentiation process and

not at the earliest stages. It is also possible that the major effects of FGF are

not on differentiation but on the complex and extensive cell movements of

gastrulation and neurulation. We have therefore asked whether the XFD

construct affects early mesoderm markers, like brachyury, Xpo and goosecoid,

which are expressed before tissue morphogenesis. Xpo and Xbra are both

inducible by bFGF in animal caps (Sato and Sargent, 1991; Smith et al., 1991).

In the intact embryo the Xpo gene is expressed on the lateral and ventral

marginal zone only, whereas Xbra is expressed throughout the entire

marginal zone and is therefore a more general mesodermal marker.

Goosecoid is inducible with activin at high concentrations and is a marker for

the first involuting mesoderm on the dorsal side. It is not induced by bFGF

(Cho et al., 1991). These markers are early response genes (inducible in the

absence of protein synthesis) (Almendral et al., 1988) for mesoderm

induction, and are expressed at the early to mid gastrula stages, before

gastrulation defects occur. They are all thought to be transcription factors.

The expression of Xbra and Xpo was completely inhibited by the

expression of the XFD construct. Analysis of the expression of Xbra in

embryos injected with XFD RNA indicated that FGF signalling was required

for the expression of Xbra throughout the marginal zone, including the dorsal

quadrant. Thus FGF signalling was not only required for the induction of

ventral and lateral mesodermal markers, but also for some dorsal

mesodermal markers. Furthermore, translation of the XFD construct also

inhibits the expression of Xnot, a gene that is expressed in the dorsal marginal

zone (D. Kimelman, personal communication).
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There has always been a wide range of severity of gastrulation defects

when XFD RNA was injected randomly into the embryo. Even in the absence

of these gastrulation defects muscle actin expression may still be inhibited

(Figure 4-2C). Whatever the site of injection, there was a more or less normal

development of the head and loss of trunk and tail structures. When we

targeted the RNA to the dorsal quadrant, we found more uniform and severe

defects in gastrulation but mostly in the lateral and ventral marginal zone.

Since injection of XFD RNA on the dorsal side led to gastrulation defects in

the lateral and ventral marginal zone, we may conclude that inhibition of

FGF signalling on the dorsal marginal zone must have long range effects.

Although the XFD protein should be cell autonomous, in the whole embryo

the effects did not seem to be cell autonomous, suggesting that FGF signalling

may be required for the production of other signals which further pattern the

embryo.

The expression of XFD did not inhibit goosecoid expression. Goosecoid

is expressed in the first involuting mesoderm (Cho et al., 1991), which will

form the prechordal (head) mesoderm and which may be involved in the

specification of the brain. Chordamesoderm follows the prechordal

mesoderm, generates the notochord, underlies and may be involved in

inducing the trunk neural tube. It is this region on the dorsal side that

expresses brachyury (Smith et al., 1991). The formation of a nearly normal

head with no trunk or notochord in the XFD embryos is explainable by the

differential action of the XFD construct on goosecoid and brachyury. Globally,

FGF signalling is required for brachyury expression but seems dispensable for

the goosecoid pathway. These results suggest that the prechordal mesoderm

and the adjacent chordamesoderm differ in their requirements for FGF and

are presumably distinguishable at these very early stages. These tissues differ
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in their migratory behavior as well. The prechordal mesoderm diverges after

involution and actively migrates along the blastoceol roof where it underlies

the future brain (Winklbauer et al., 1991). The chordannesoderm as well as

other more lateral and posterior mesoderm show an opposite cell behavior,

called convergent extension, where the cells converge by intercalation on the

dorsal midline (Keller et al., 1992). If FGF is required for convergence and

intercalation on the dorsal side, it would explain the severe gastrulation

defects seen in XFD embryos. The first prechordal mesoderm might involute

normally in the absence of FGF but the chordamesoderm cells require FGF.

Expression of the XFD protein in the chordamesoderm at the dorsal midline

would disrupt the convergence of the more lateral mesoderm cells, resulting

in the failure of these embryos to complete gastrulation.

In a previous study, we showed that the dominant negative FGF

receptor construct does not inhibit the ability of activin to induce mesoderm

in animal caps (Amaya et al., 1991). Since activin can induce head structures

and goosecoid in animal caps, we might conclude that the in vivo role for

activin may be limited to the induction of anterior structures. However,

studies with a dominant negative activin receptor construct indicate that

activin signalling is required for the induction of all mesoderm (Hemmati

Brivanlou and Melton, 1992). Therefore, while either growth factor alone can

induce mesoderm in animal caps, in the embryo both factors appear to be

required for the formation of most mesoderm. It is possible that the marginal

zone has subthreshold levels of FGF and activin such that neither growth

factor alone can fully induce mesoderm; instead the two factors may act

synergistically to induce most of the mesoderm, as was seen in experiments

with FGF and TGF-31 or Activin A (Kimelman and Kirschner, 1987; Green et

al., 1992). Alternatively, the animal cap may be lacking inhibitors found in
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the marginal zone of the intact embryo, where activin and FGF may be

mutually dependent.

In summary our results indicate that the FGF signalling pathway is

important for the induction of most but not all mesoderm. Early FGF signals

precede gastrulation movements and are involved in early specification.

There are different requirements of mesodermal tissues for FGF signalling

that define two distinct cell populations of the early involuting mesoderm.

These cells are further differentiated by their behavior during gastrulation

movements: the prechordal (FGF insensitive) mesoderm diverges during

active migration while the chordamesoderm (FGF requiring) participates in

convergent extension. We cannot distinguish whether the loss of muscle and

notochord is due entirely to the initial specification events or due to a

subsequent requirement in tissue differentiation. For most of the mesoderm,

FGF and activin do not seem to be clearly distinguishable by the types of tissue

they induce, nor by the region of the embryo in which they function. They

may be distinguishable by the cell behaviors they induce and thus may have

important consequences for the types of tissue formed. It seems most likely

that both activins and FGF will cooperate in generating the mesoderm

pattern, particularly on the dorsal side and that FGF may participate in setting

up long range inductions as well as short range signalling.
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CHAPTER 5

Prospects and Future Experiments
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SUMMARY

In the preceding chapters, I have discussed experiments investigating

the role of FGF signalling during early development. Chapter 2 dealt with the

cloning, characterization and regulation of the Xenopus FGF receptor. In

chapter 3, an approach for generating embryos deficient in FGF signalling was

discussed, while in chapter 4, defects in mesoderm formation in embryos

lacking FGF signalling were described. Here I would like to discuss some

future directions for study. In the first section, I describe mutations in the

FGF receptor that render it constitutively active. Expressing such mutations

may generate embryos that have activated FGF signalling at inappropriate

times, places or levels. The resulting observations may complement those of

the dominant negative mutations in the FGF receptor to further evaluate the

role of FGF in the early embryo. In the second section, I discuss experiments

to analyze how FGF signalling works with other signals to induce and pattern

the mesoderm in the early embryo. Finally, in the last section, I discuss

experiments more specifically addressing the role of FGF in the induction,

morphogenesis and organizer function of the dorsal marginal zone.
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Constitutively active FGF receptors

In chapter 3, I discussed the expression of dominant mutations that

inhibit FGF receptor function to examine the role of FGF signalling in early

development. In this section, I would like to suggest that expressing

dominant positive (constitutively active) mutations of the FGF receptor may

also be helpful in assigning a role for FGF in early development.

The motivation for pursuing this line of work occurred with the

observation that one of our original FGF receptor constructs had constitutive

activity (Figure 5-1). When the function of this FGF receptor construct (XFR

d17) was evaluated in oocytes using a calcium release assay (see Chapters 2

and 3), it was distinct in two ways: 1) the oocytes translating this receptor had

high background levels of calcium efflux prior to FGF addition; and 2) upon

FGF addition, the oocytes had a greater and more sustained increase in

calcium efflux than that seen in oocytes expressing the wild-type FGF receptor

construct (XFR63). Sequence analysis revealed a 17 amino acid deletion (val

60 through asn-76) within the first immunoglobulin domain of the

extracellular domain of the receptor (Figure 5-2). When XFRd17 RNA was

injected into embryos, consistently, two abnormalities resulted: the embryos

were normal through neurulation, but at the tailbud stage, most embryos

developed protuberances on their trunks which eventually appeared to

become ectopic tails (Figure 5-3B,C,D); and 2) many embryos revealed

deficiencies in head development (Figure 5-3B).

Although it was difficult to decipher what these defects may mean, it

was interesting to note that the defects were complementary to the ones seen

in embryos lacking FGF signalling (Chapter 3). While embryos deficient in
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FGF function lacked tails and had normal heads, embryos expressing XFRd17
RNA had extra tails and abnormal heads. It was unclear whether these

defects were due to premature FGF-independent activation of XFRd17 or to its

sustained FGF-dependent activation. Therefore, I constructed a constitutively

active FGF receptor that does not respond to FGF.

Since dimerization appears to be important in the activation of the FGF

receptor, I replaced the extracellular FGF binding domain of the FGF receptor

with the homo-dimerization domain of the bacteriophage A repressor (cI)

(Ptashne, 1986)(Figure 5-2). In the oocyte calcium assay, this receptor (cIXR)

gave a very high background of calcium efflux, comparable to an FGF

activated wild-type receptor (FR3)(Figure 5–4). Furthermore, cIXR did not

respond to FGF. The rapid decrease in radiolabeled calcium efflux within the

first thirty minutes of the assay points to a rapid exchange of radioactive

calcium within the oocytes for non-radioactive calcium in the medium.

Evidence that this constitutive activity is mediated through dimerization

came from the fact that a truncated form of cIXR (cIXD)(Figure 5-2), lacking

the tyrosine kinase domain, acts as a dominant negative mutation of cIXR.

Presumably this truncated form dimerizes with the constitutively active cIXR

protein and inhibits its activity, as XFD does for the wild-type FGF receptor.

When cIXR and cIXD were injected at a 1:1 ratio, the high background of

calcium efflux was diminished, but at a 1:10 ratio, the high background of

calcium efflux was completely inhibited. Finally, neither cIXR nor cIXD

affected the ability of the wild-type FGF receptor (FR3) to respond to FGF.

Embryos injected with cIXR RNA showed the same developmental

defects as XFR-d17: ectopic tails formed and truncations in head formation

were seen (Figure 5-5A,B). We were also able to show that these

developmental defects could be rescued if cIXR RNA was coinjected with
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cIXD RNA, signifying that the defects were probably due to the persistent

dimerization of cIXR protein. Furthermore, embryos injected with cIXR

RNA develop ectopic muscle (Figure 5-6A,B), which may be due to ectopic

induction or differentiation of mesoderm. These results suggest that FGF

signalling may be involved in the induction of the tailbud, an

undifferentiated blastema which gives rise to the tail structures of the tadpole,

including somites, notochord and neural tube. Also these results suggest that

ectopic FGF signalling may inhibit head formation.

The disadvantage of using dominant activating mutations to

determine the role of a gene is that it may be unclear whether the effects of

the mutations are specific to the RNA or protein in question or whether the

effects are artifactual and a result of disturbing processes not relevant to the

function of the RNA or protein. Therefore, a very thorough analysis must be

performed to determine whether the effects of cIXR on development are

mimicking normal FGF activities or are due to a less specific activation of

other signalling pathways. Another possibility is that cIXR mimics only a

subset of the activities that FGF normally performs. For example, the

translocation of FGF into the nucleus has been observed following its

addition to tissue culture cells (Baldin et al., 1990; Walicke and Baird, 1991),

and it has been suggested that this translocation may be involved in at least a

subset of the effects of FGF on cells (Nakanishi et al., 1992). Therefore, cIXR

may mimic the FGF dependent dimerization and activation of the FGF

receptor but may not mimic activities that FGF performs when translocated

into the nucleus. The following experiments are designed to further

characterize the functions of cIXR in order to better interpret its effects on

early development.
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Is cIXR specific to an activated FGF signalling pathway?

We have determined that cIXR leads to a persistent increase in calcium

release in oocytes, an effect that occurs when FGF is added to oocytes

expressing the FGF receptor. Since EGF and PDGF stimulates calcium release

in oocytes expressing their respective receptors (Opresko and Wiley, 1990;

Ueno et al., 1991), the persistent release of calcium in oocytes expressing cIXR

may be due to activation of tyrosine kinase receptor signalling in general and

not activation of the FGF receptor signalling pathway specifically.

Experiments on animal caps may be able to distinguish between these

possibilities.

The effects of FGF on animal caps have been thoroughly studied

(Christian et al., 1992; Green et al., 1990; Green et al., 1992; Kimelman and

Kirschner, 1987; Kimelman and Maas, 1992; Slack et al., 1988; Slack et al.,

1987). By comparing the effects of expressing cDCR in isolated animal caps to

the effects of adding FGF to animal caps, we may be able to determine

whether cIXR is mimicking any, some or all the effects of FGF. For instance

we can determine whether cIXR can substitute for FGF in inducing

mesoderm in animal caps (Kimelman and Kirschner, 1987; Kimelman and

Maas, 1992; Slack et al., 1988; Slack et al., 1987). We can also determine

whether cIXR can potentiate the effects of TGF-B, activin, Xwnt or noggin on

animal caps, another effect that has been assigned to FGF (Christian et al.,

1992; Green et al., 1992; Kimelman and Kirschner, 1987; Smith and Harland,

1992).

If cIXR is specific to FGF signalling, its specificity must be based on its

tyrosine kinase domain. This specificity can be explored by activating other

tyrosine kinase receptors in isolated animal caps and determining the effects
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on mesoderm formation, as described in the preceding paragraph. For

example, we know that neither EGF nor PDGF induce mesoderm in isolated

animal caps (Slack et al., 1987), but this may be due to a lack of EGF and PDGF

receptors in animal caps. If we inject RNA for the EGF or PDGF receptors into

animal caps and then stimulate with EGF or PDGF, will the animal caps form

mesoderm? An induction of mesoderm similar to FGF would suggest that

the activation of the FGF receptor does not specifically induce mesoderm.

Rather, the activation tyrosine kinase receptor signalling in general results in
mesoderm formation. If neither EGF nor PDGF induce mesoderm in animal

caps expressing their cognate receptors, then activating the FGF receptor

tyrosine kinase may be required specifically for mesoderm formation. A

more stringently test could be done by fusing the extracellular, ligand binding

domain of the EGF or PDGF receptor with the intracellular, tyrosine kinase

domain of the FGF receptor. The FGF receptor tyrosine kinase domain

should now be activated by adding EGF or PDGF. These fusion constructs

should show whether activating the FGF receptor tyrosine kinase by EGF or
PDGF is sufficient to induce mesoderm.

Another approach to determine whether cDOR specifically activates FGF

signalling is to construct dominant activating mutations of other tyrosine

kinase receptors. These mutations can be made by fusing the A repressor (cI)

dimerization domain to the tyrosine kinase domain of other receptors, such

as the EGF or PDGF receptor. If these dominant activating receptors cause the

same defects in development as cIXR, we may conclude that cIXR is not

specific to FGF signalling. While it is possible that the constitutively active

EGF and PDGF receptors may be mimicking FGF signalling in the embryo, all

of these activated tyrosine kinase receptors may be mimicking effects of a yet

unknown signalling molecule. Alternatively if the EGF and PDGF dominant
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activating mutations do not mimic the effects of cIXR, we may still wonder

whether cIXR is mimicking another yet unknown or untested tyrosine kinase

receptor signalling pathway.

Does cIXR mimic only a subset of the effects of FGF on cells?

If the role of FGF in stimulating a response is limited to its ligand

induced dimerization of the FGF receptor, then cIXR will probably mimic all

the effects of FGF on cells. Alternatively, we may postulate that dimerization

of the FGF receptor does not result in all the effects of an FGF activated

receptor. Or we may postulate that FGF has roles other than binding to its

receptor. For example, FGF has been detected within the nucleus of early

Xenopus embryos (Shiurba et al., 1991) where it may directly affect gene

transcription (Nakanishi et al., 1992). Therefore cIXR may mimic FGF

induced dimerization of the FGF receptor, but may not be able to mimic the

role that FGF performs within the nucleus. The following experiments will

address this possibility.

The first set of experiments are designed to determine whether FGF

receptor function is required for mesoderm induction. Xenopus bFGF does

not have a signal sequence, and it is unknown whether this molecule is

secreted in the embryo (Kimelman et al., 1988). Yet we know that FGF

induces mesoderm in isolated animal cap explants when the growth factor is

added exogenously. In view of the fact that FGF may have a role directly

within the nucleus, we could suppose that the true role of FGF is to affect

gene transcription, and the only role for the FGF receptor is in the

internalization of the ligand and not in signalling per se. We can test this

possibility by determining whether FGF can induce mesoderm in an
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autocrine manner in animal caps that lack FGF receptor function.

(Kimelman and Maas, 1992) injected in vitro transcribed bFGF RNA into

embryos and isolated animal caps. They found that animal caps expressing

the bFGFRNA formed mesoderm in the absence of any added factors. The

conclusion was that the animal cap cells translated the bFGF RNA and

induced themselves to form mesoderm in an autocrine manner. They failed

to determine whether the FGF protein was secreted or whether the FGF

protein was translocated directly into the nucleus where it may have affected

gene transcription. By co-injecting the bFGF RNA with XFD RNA (the

dominant negative construct of the FGF receptor), we may be able to

determine whether FGF receptor signalling is required for this autocrine

induction. As a control we could force bFGF to be secreted by adding a signal

sequence to the bFGF RNA. The secreted form of bFGF would be unable to

translocate directly into the nucleus and therefore may require intact FGF

receptor function for its internalization. Throughout these experiments we

can follow the intracellular localization of bFGF by immunocytochemistry

with antibodies specific to Xenopus bFGF.

The second more likely possibility is that FGF receptor signalling has

one role in mesoderm induction, and that the translocation of FGF to the

nucleus may have another role in the embryo. Therefore cIXR may substitute

for the first role of FGF but not for the second. Likewise, the direct

translocation of bFGF into the nucleus may substitute for the second role of

FGF but not for the first. In the preceding paragraph I have proposed

experiments that may separate these two roles. By co-translating bFGF RNA

and XFD RNA in animal caps, we may block FGF receptor signalling without

affecting bFGF translocation into the nucleus. If mesoderm induction

requires these two functions for FGF, then we may be able to restore the
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ability of animal caps co-translating bFGFRNA and XFD RNA to form

mesoderm by also co-translating cIXR RNA. In other words, cIXR RNA may

not induce mesoderm in animal cap explants and bFGFRNA co-injected with

XFD RNA may also be unable to induce mesoderm in animal cap explants,

but the co-injection of the three RNA's may induce mesoderm in animal cap

explants.

In conclusion we need to determine how specific cIXR is to FGF

signalling. Also, we need to determine whether cDCR is mimicking all the

roles of FGF. After these experiments have been done we will be able to better

interpret the effects of cIXR on development. In the end the advantage of

pursuing these experiments is that by learning more about what cDCR does,
we will also learn more about how mesoderm induction occurs.
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Figure 5-1. Functional comparison of the wild-type (XFR83) and mutant FGF

receptor (XFRd17) in oocytes.

FGF-stimulated calcium efflux from oocytes following injection and

translation of in vitro transcribed RNA (2)5 ng) encoding either XFR63' or

XFRd17. Control oocytes were injected with water (H2O). After loading with

45Catt, medium was collected at ten minute points to obtain steady state
calcium efflux levels prior to addition of recombinant Xenopus bFGF (30

ng/ml). All points represent the mean of duplicate wells (8 oocytes per well)

from a single representative experiment. The baseline level of 45Catt
released from the oocytes injected with XFRd17 was two times higher than

the baseline level in XFR63 injected oocytes. This difference in baseline level

may be due to ligand-independent activation of the receptor in XFRd17

injected oocytes.
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Figure 5-2. Structural domains of wild type and mutant FGF receptors.

XFRö3' is a representation of the structural and functional domains of the

wild type FGF receptor. The FGF receptor contains a signal sequence (SS),

three immunoglobulin-like domains bounded by cysteine residues forming

di-sulfide bridges (I,II,III), a conserved region of 8 acidic amino acids (acid box),

a transmembrane domain (TM), and an intracellular tyrosine kinase domain

split by 14 amino acids. XFRd17 represents a mutant FGF receptor lacking

sequences encoding 17 amino acids within the first IgG domain (heavy line).

cIXR represents a mutant version of the FGF receptor, containing the

dimerization domain of the A repressor in exchange for the extracellular

ligand binding domain of the FGF receptor. cIXD is a truncated version of

cIXR, where the tyrosine kinase domain of has been deleted
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Figure 5-3. Comparison between embryos injected with wild-type and mutant

FGF receptor RNA.

Embryos were injected at the two cell stage with either FR3 RNA (chicken

wild-type FGF receptor)(panel A) or XFRd17 RNA (panels B,C,&D) at 2

ng/blastomere and incubated at 20°C for 2 days. Embryos injected with the

wild-type FGF receptor develop normally (panel A). Embryos injected with

the mutant FGF receptor showed two abnormalities. As shown in panel B,

some embryos developed slight truncations of the head. And as shown in

panels B, C, &D, many embryos developed structures emanating from the

body axis which appear to be ectopic tails (identified by the arrows).
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Figure 5-4. Functional assay of the A repressor:FGF receptor fusion construct

in oocytes.

FGF-stimulated calcium efflux from oocytes following injection and

translation of in vitro transcribed RNA encoding the A repressor:FGF receptor

fusion construct (cIXR) alone or in combination with the truncation mutant

(cIXD) and the wild-type chicken FGF receptor construct (FR3) at different

ratios. The oocyte 45Catt assay was done as in Figure 5-1)
Since dimerization may be required for the activation of the FGF receptor, we

constructed a mutant of the FGF receptor which contains the dimerization

domain of the A repressor and the intracellular domain of the FGF receptor.

The advantage of this mutant over XFRd17 is that it should no longer

respond to FGF, since the extracellular domain of the receptor has been

removed. Therefore the results in the embryo will not be complicated by

local concentration differences of FGF that may be present.

The baseline level of 45Catt released from the oocytes injected with cIXR was
10 times higher than in uninjected control oocytes and these oocytes failed to

respond to added FGF. The difference in baseline level was reduced by co

translation of the cytoplasmic deleted version (cIXD), suggesting that the

mechanism of activation in cIXR is dimerization. Finally, the truncated

construct cIXD did not affect the ability of the wild-type receptor to respond to
FGF.
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Figure 5-5. Comparison between embryos injected with cIXR and cIXD RNA.

Embryos were injected at the two cell stage with either cIXD RNA (top

embryo) or cIXR RNA (lower four embryos) at 2 ng/blastomere and incubated

at 16°C for 4 days. Embryos injected with the truncated version of the A

repressor fusion construct (cIXD) developed normally (top embryo). Embryos

injected with the full-length A repressor:FGF receptor fusion construct

developed similar abnormalities seen in XFRd17 embryos (see Figure 5-3).

These embryos developed varying degrees of anterior deformities, namely

head truncations. Also some embryos developed ectopic tails (identified by

the arrow in the third embryo from top).
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Figure 5-6. Effects of expressing the cIXR construct on muscle formation.

Embryos were injected at the two-cell stage with cIXR RNA. At the tailbud

stage, the embryos were fixed and subjected to immunocytochemistry with

the muscle specific monoclonal antibody, 12/101 (brown stain). The large

arrows indicate the normal somites and the small arrows indicate the ectopic

muscle staining.
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How does FGF function in concert with other growth factors to induce and

pattern the mesoderm?

The challenge for the coming years will be to incorporate what is being

learned from the different signalling molecules into an overall view of how

mesoderm is induced and patterned in the early embryo. The experiments

described in this thesis suggest that FGF signalling is involved in the

induction of most mesoderm (see Chapter 4). But these experiments have

not addressed the role of other signalling molecules in these processes. In

this section I would like to discuss experiments that may illuminate how FGF

works in combination with other factors to induce and pattern the mesoderm

in the early Xenopus embryo.

FGF and Activin

FGF and activin are potent inducers of mesoderm in isolated animal

cap explants (Kimelman and Kirschner, 1987; Slack et al., 1987; Smith et al.,

1990; Thomsen et al., 1990), and both appear to perform integral roles in the

induction of most mesoderm in the embryo (Amaya et al., 1991; Hemmati

Brivanlou and Melton, 1992); also see Chapter 4). Here I would like to discuss

a paradox involving these signalling molecules that has surfaced within the

last year and then I would like to propose experiments that may help resolve

this paradox.

We have shown that inhibiting FGF receptor function does not inhibit

the ability of activin to induce mesoderm in animal caps (Amaya et al., 1991)

also see Chapter 3). Likewise, Hemmati-Brivanlou and Melton (1992) have
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shown that inhibiting activin receptor function does not inhibit the ability of

FGF to induce mesoderm in animal caps. These results suggest that FGF and

activin induce mesoderm through independent pathways. Yet inhibiting

either receptor within the embryo results in inhibition of mesoderm

formation (Amaya et al., 1991; Hemmati-Brivanlou and Melton, 1992; also see

Chapter 4). Therefore, paradoxically, either FGF or activin alone can induce

mesoderm in animal cap explants, but in the embryo both factors are required

for mesoderm formation. If the signalling pathways are indeed independent,

why does not one factor induce mesoderm in the embryo where signalling of

the other factor is inhibited? One possibility is that the embryo has very low

levels of either growth factor available for induction, therefore both factors

must be present to overcome the threshold for mesoderm induction.

Another possible explanation is that the competence for mesoderm induction

is different in animal cap explants versus the marginal zone of the embryo,

where mesoderm is normally induced. Thus, although animal cap explants

respond to FGF or activin independently, within the marginal zone of the

embryo, these factors must work in together.

The co-dependence of the embryo on both FGF and activin signalling

for mesoderm induction may be explained if the embryo produces very low,
sub-threshold levels of both factors. If this is true, then we should be able to

restore mesoderm induction in embryos lacking FGF or activin signalling by

overexpressing activin or FGF respectively. We can test this possibility by co

injecting the following RNA's into embryos: 1) dominant negative FGF

receptor (XFD) RNA (Amaya et al., 1991) with activingB RNA (Thomsen et al.

1990); 2) XFD RNA with bFGF RNA (Kimelman and Maas, 1992); 3)

dominant negative activin receptor RNA (Hemmati-Brivanlou and Melton,

1992) with activinbb RNA; and 4) dominant negative activin receptor RNA
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with bfcF RNA. We can thereby determine whether overexpression of one

factor can rescue mesoderm induction in cells lacking signalling from the

other factor. As controls we co-inject the dominant negative construct of one

receptor with the RNA encoding its own ligand.

The injected embryos are allowed to develop to the gastrula stage

where they can be assayed for the expression of early mesodermal markers,

like Xenopus brachyury (Smith et al., 1991). By injecting the RNA's into

different regions of the embryo we can determine whether some regions in

embryos require signalling from both factors while other regions do not. In

addition, we can isolate animal caps from embryos injected with these

constructs to determine whether cells in isolated animal cap explants respond

differently to the growth factors than cells within the animal cap of an intact

embryo.
If we find that each factor can rescue mesoderm induction in cells

lacking signalling from the other factor, we may conclude that within the

intact embryo, both factors can induce mesoderm independently, as in

isolated animal cap explants. This result would also suggest that embryos

have very low levels of activin and FGF so that under normal conditions

both factors are required for mesoderm induction. On the other hand, if

overexpression of one factor does not rescue mesoderm induction in cells

lacking signalling from the other factor, there may be a co-dependence

between the two factors within the embryo. The elucidation of the

mechanism of this co-dependence would allow us to better understand how

mesoderm induction occurs in the embryo.
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FGF and Xwnt/noggin

The patterning of the mesoderm is likely to involve factors that modify

the types of mesoderm that FGF and activin induces. The best candidates for

these modifying factors are members of the writ family and noggin (reviewed

in Moon and Christian, 1992). When RNA encoding these factors is injected

into the ventral blastomeres of a four cell stage embryo, a secondary

embryonic axis is induced (McMahon and Moon, 1989; Smith and Harland,

1991; Sokol et al., 1991). In addition, embryos ventralized by UV irradiation

and injected with these RNA's are restored to develop fairly normally (Smith

and Harland, 1991; Smith and Harland, 1992; Sokol et al., 1991). Therefore it

appears that these factors can induce a dorsal axis in the embryo and are

probably involved in generating the dorsal-ventral polarity in the embryo.

Christian et al. (1992) found that although Xwnt& does not induce mesoderm

on its own, it dorsalizes the type of mesoderm that FGF induces. Preliminary

evidence indicates that noggin may have the same properties (Smith and

Harland, 1992). These results suggests that dorsal mesoderm formation may

require the combined activities of FGF and Xwnt& or noggin. The following

experiment would test this hypothesis.

If Xwnt and noggin requires FGF signalling to induce a dorsal axis,

these dorsalizing factors should not be able to function in embryos expressing

XFD RNA. Therefore we can determine whether Xwnt& or noggin RNA can

induce a secondary axis in embryos when co-injected with XFD RNA. In

addition we can determine whether Xwnt& or noggin RNA can rescue UV

irradiated embryos when co-injected with XFD RNA. Negative results would

suggest that Xwnt and noggin requires FGF signalling to induce dorsal
mesoderm.
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What is the role of FGF in the induction of Spemann's organizer and in

morphogenesis of the dorsal marginal zone?

In chapter 4, I discussed experiments indicating that FGF signalling is

required for the induction of dorsal mesoderm. Since dorsal mesoderm at the

gastrula stage correlates with Spemann's organizer (Spemann, 1938), we

would like to determine whether inhibiting FGF signalling in the embryo

results in the inappropriate induction of the organizer.

In chapter 4, I described preliminary evidence suggesting that FGF

signalling may be required for the production of additional signals at the

gastrula stage. We discovered this from experiments in which embryos

injected with XFD RNA into the prospective dorsal side revealed defects in

gastrulation that appeared to extend far beyond the region where the

construct was translated. This cell non-autonomous effect of inhibiting FGF

signalling might be due to the inappropriate production of signals from the

dorsal marginal zone which may be required for the correct morphogenesis of

the lateral and ventral mesoderm. Or morphogenetic behavior of

convergence must occur within the dorsal marginal zone for the lateral and

ventral mesoderm to take part in these behaviors.

The organizer is defined as the mesodermal tissue in the dorsal

marginal zone of the early gastrula which induces a secondary embryonic axis

when transplanted into the ventral marginal zone of another gastrula

(Spemann, 1938). One way to determine whether FGF signalling is required

for the induction of the organizer is to transplant the dorsal marginal zone

from embryos expressing XFD into the ventral marginal zone of uninjected

gastrulae. If secondary embryonic axes are induced, we may conclude that
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FGF signalling is not required for induction of the organizer. Another way to

determine whether FGF signalling is required for the induction of organizer

is to transplant the dorsal marginal zone from embryos injected with XFD

RNA into the marginal zone of UV irradiated embryos and to determine

whether the embryonic axis in these embryos is rescued (Gimlich and

Gerhart, 1984).

It is important to note that dorsal mesoderm has two important

functions in the gastrula: 1) it induces the neuroectoderm and dorsalizes

ventral mesoderm (activities of the organizer) and 2) it becomes the focus for

convergence of mesoderm during the morphogenetic movements of the

mesoderm during the gastrula and neurula stages (Keller et al., 1992).

Inhibition of either function would probably result in the inability of the

dorsal marginal zone to generate an embryonic axis. Unfortunately, to

distinguish whether FGF signalling is required for induction of the organizer

activities or for morphogenetic movements of the dorsal mesoderm will

probably be very difficult. One method that might allow us to separate these

two functions employs explant systems (Keller, 1991).

Keller et al. (1985) demonstrated the autonomy of gastrulation

movements and differentiation of dorsal mesoderm and neuroectoderm by

sandwiching two dorsal explants at the early gastrula stage. These explants

show two distinct regions of convergent extension movements; one

corresponding with mesoderm and the other with neuroectoderm. Since

morphogenetic movements of dorsal mesoderm and neuroectoderm are

spatially separated we can determine whether the effects of inhibiting FGF

signalling on the morphogenetic movements is cell-autonomous. We may

ask whether cells within the dorsal marginal zone are capable of undergoing

their normal morphogenetic movements if XFD RNA is expressed in that
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region. Will expressing XFD RNA in the dorsal mesoderm affect the cell
movements within the neuroectoderm? If the neuroectoderm is also

affected, we may conclude that the capacity of the dorsal mesoderm to induce

neural tissues has been impaired. Alternatively, if morphogenetic

movements are affected only in cells that are expressing XFD RNA, then FGF

signalling may be required for gastrulation movements and not for

production of neural inducing signals. However, if morphogenetic

movements are only affected when FGF signalling is inhibited in the

mesoderm, but not when it is inhibited in the neuroectoderm, then we may

conclude that FGF signalling is not required for these movements
themselves.

The experiments described above may help elucidate the mechanisms

which pattern the mesoderm in the early embryo. Elucidating these complex

mechanisms will require that we understand how the signals involved in the

induction and patterning of the mesoderm act in concert. The next challenge

is determining how the latent pattern generated by these signals becomes

manifest through the morphogenetic movements of the mesoderm and

neuroectoderm during gastrulation.
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